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Abstract

For supporting the deployment of self-adaptive computing systems, we propose
PSCEL a formal language that integrates a component-based design with a
principled exploitation of declarative policies defining adaptation and authori-
sation strategies. Policies permit managing system components by regulating
their interactions and by dynamically introducing new actions to accomplish
task-oriented goals. The runtime evaluation of policies and their effects on sys-
tem components are powerful specification means, but make the prediction of
system behaviour challenging. To this aim, we equip PSCEL with constraint-
based analysis functionalities that, by exploiting a flow graph, permits to stati-
cally analyse the effects of policy evaluations on the progress of system compo-
nents. Both the deployment of PSCEL systems and their analysis are supported
by practical Java-based tools.

Keywords: Policy Languages, Self-Adaptive Systems, Static Analysis, Flow
Graph, Formal Methods

1. Introduction

Modern computing systems are increasingly decentralised, pervade differ-
ent administrative domains, include massive numbers of components featuring
complex interactions, and operate in open-ended environments. To master their
growing complexity, self-adaptation capabilities have been largely advocated, so
that systems can autonomously adapt themselves to changing operating con-
ditions. To this aim, multiple system design proposals have been put forward
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(see, e.g., [25] for a survey). Among others, the use of high-level models and
languages is one of the most widely exploited, see, e.g., in [6, 40, 19].

A systematic and principled development of self-adapting computing sys-
tems can be achieved by employing the SCEL language [15], a formal language
expressly devised for autonomic computing. In SCEL, self-adaptive, autonomic
systems are made of many, possibly distributed, components, each of them in-
cluding an interface, a knowledge repository, a process and a policy. Processes
define the computational behaviour of components, while policies aim at reg-
ulating the actions performed by the processes and possibly adapt component
behaviours. Interfaces expose different component features and contextual val-
ues that can be used to dynamically establish the partners of an interaction,
thus providing flexible and expressive communication mechanisms. Knowledge
repositories store the data known to the system components, including, e.g.,
information about their state and working environment.

SCEL is intentionally parametric with respect to the formalism for spec-
ifying policies. Although the language is equipped with a formal operational
semantics (see [15] for a full account), the expressivity of the policy formal-
ism can make the static prediction of the dynamic evolution of SCEL systems
challenging. For example, the runtime enforcement of adaptation strategies can
originate behaviours unforeseen at design time and lead to unexpected conse-
quences.

Therefore, in this paper we introduce PSCEL, a full-fledged instance of
SCEL, where a declarative policy formalism is used to specify and enforce au-
thorisation and adaptation strategies. Policies are formally defined and inte-
grated within the SCEL semantics. Furthermore, on the base of a rigorous
exploitation of a constraint-based reasoning, we support PSCEL with func-
tionalities for statically analysing policies which permit to reason on progress
properties of PSCEL systems. Both the deployment of PSCEL systems and
their analysis are supported by practical Java-based tools expressly developed:
a Java runtime library and an Eclipse plugin for the specification and analysis
of PSCEL code.

PSCEL enriches the SCEL system design approach with a declarative policy
formalism that is powerful enough to express both authorisation and adaptation
strategies. This implements a principle of separation of concerns: the normal
computational behaviour is defined through processes, while the authorisation
and adaptation logic is defined through policies.

In PSCEL, policies are defined by means of a dialect of FACPL [33], a
formal language for the definition of access control policies according to the
Attribute-based Access Control [23] approach. In this approach, attributes are
arbitrary information exposed by the controlled system like, e.g., the involved
subjects, the action to be performed or any relevant information from the eval-
uation context. A suitable choice of attributes permits using FACPL to define
and enforce not only access control, but also resource usage and adaptation
strategies (see, e.g., [32] for a practical example of a FACPL-based manager for
a Cloud platform).

To achieve self-adaptation, PSCEL takes inspiration from Aspect Oriented
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Programming (AOP) [29, 28], a well-established paradigm which has been
proven to be effective enough to easily deal with multiple adaptation and be-
havioural strategies (see, e.g., [7, 10]). The AOP approach relies on the idea
that definite parts of a program, called join-points, trigger the execution of be-
fore and after actions, i.e. actions that will be performed before or after the
join-point. Thus, PSCEL policies explicitly provide before and after obliga-
tions, i.e. actions to be dynamically instantiated and injected within the code
of processes as the result of the authorisation of process actions. The obligation
actions can be used for, e.g., reacting to changes of the operating conditions or
achieving specific goal-oriented tasks.

As in the main development approaches for self-adaptive systems (see, e.g.,
the MAPE-K control loop [26] or the EDLC system life cycle [21]), PSCEL pro-
cess actions (including obligations) have to be controlled and authorised before
being executed. This close interplay between process execution and dynamic
policy evaluation, and the consequent injection of obligation actions complicate
the prediction of the overall behaviour of PSCEL systems. Indeed, the injection
can trigger additional evaluations of policies and generate an infinite sequence
of evaluations, because the obligations injected due to an evaluation recursively
trigger further policy evaluations, or can preclude the progress of the controlled
process, because the authorisation of some injected obligations is denied.

It is then worthwhile to devise a static analysis approach supporting the
development of PSCEL systems. Therefore, by relying on a constraint-based
representation of policies, we introduce the construction of a flow graph, called
Policy-Flow graph. It permits pointing out the relationships among the differ-
ent policy elements and the context dependencies that can take place during
their evaluation. Additionally, we show that the Policy-Flow graph statically
approximates the policy evaluations that can occur and can be used for in-
specting the effects of these evaluations on the progress of processes. Indeed,
we demonstrate that the accomplishment of specific conditions on the structure
of the flow graph guarantees that the anomalous system behaviours mentioned
above cannot occur.

The design, analysis and implementation tasks of PSCEL systems are fully
supported by Java-based tools. On the one hand, we provide a Java runtime
environment for practically deploying self-adaptive policy-based PSCEL sys-
tems and, on the other hand, a graphic Eclipse-based development environment
supporting the writing and analysis tasks of PSCEL code.

Contribution. The main contribution of this paper is the complete presenta-
tion of PSCEL, ranging from its formal syntax and semantics, to its analysis
functionalities and supporting tools.

This paper is a revised and extended version of [30, 13, 34]. Indeed, [13] in-
troduced an initial version of PSCEL, where the role of contextual information
of component interfaces and the notion of before and after obligations were not
considered. Most of all, the semantics has been here deeply revised to decouple,
for each process action, the authorisation to perform it from its actual execution
(this is needed to allow the injection of before actions). Instead, [34] reported a
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preliminary version of the Policy-Flow graph and its analysis, without the full
constraint-based representation of policies and the formal proof of the results
about the analysis. Finally, [30, 13] presented a proof-of-concept version of the
Java runtime environment, but the Eclipse-based plugin and the implementation
of the supporting analysis functionalities are completely novel.

Outline. The syntax of PSCEL is presented in Section 2, while its formal se-
mantics is defined in Section 3. Section 4 defines a PSCEL system modelling
a Cloud computing case study and uses it to motivate the Policy-Flow graph
analysis. The concept of policy-flow and the constraint-based representation of
policies are introduced in Section 5. The Policy-Flow graph is defined in Sec-
tion 6, while Section 7 exploits the graph to address the verification of progress
properties on processes. Section 8 outlines the tools supporting the enforcement
and analysis of PSCEL systems. Section 9 discusses more strictly related work
and Section 10 concludes by also outlining some future works.

2. PSCEL Syntax

The syntax of PSCEL includes the following two sets of constructs

• programming constructs: they define the components forming a system
and their computational behaviours, i.e. the component processes;

• policy constructs: they define the policies of components specifying the
authorisation and adaptation logic of a system.

The programming constructs are mainly borrowed from SCEL, but we introduce
the management of contextual information by defining a syntax for component
interfaces, predicates and actions to operate on interfaces. Instead, the policy
constructs are a simplified version of FACPL and provide specification means
for the definition of authorisation controls on process actions and of adaptation
strategies in the form of AOP-inspired before and after obligations.

The syntax of programming and policy constructs is given by the BNF gram-
mars in Tables 1 and 2; as usual, curly brackets indicate that the enclosed term
may occur zero or more times. Variables are underlined, e.g. x. Moreover, we
assume that a set of names N is given and we will use n to denote a generic
name and n to denote the name of a specific syntactic element2.

Programming Constructs. The PSCEL design approach to self-adaptive
systems relies on the notion of components. They are the building blocks of the
systems and represent the computational units whose dynamical organisation
permits achieving goal-oriented tasks. Formally, a component I[K,Π, P ] is:

• an interface I publishing information about the component itself;

2Different notations for names are used only for the sake of presentation. Their different
meaning should be always clear from the context where they occur (e.g. names occurring in
predicates are references to interface elements)
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Systems: S ::= I[K,Π, P ] | S1 ‖ S2 | (νn)S

Interfaces: I ::= (id : n {, n : e})
Processes: P ::= nil | a.P | P1 + P2 | P1 | P2 | X | A(p̃)

Actions: a ::= get(T )@c | qry(T )@c | put(t)@c | fresh(n)

| new(I,K,Π, P ) | upd(n, e) | read(?x, n)

Destinations: c ::= n | x | self | P

Predicates: P ::= true | n = e | n < e | ¬ P | P1 ∨ P2

Knowledge: K ::= ∅ | 〈t〉 | K1 ‖ K2

Items: t ::= e | c | P | t1, t2
Templates: T ::= e | c | ?x | ?X | T1, T2

Expressions: e ::= v | x | X | ¬ e | e1 op e2 op ∈ {∧,=, <,+,−}
Values: v ::= true | false | n | i

Table 1: Programming constructs (Policies Π are defined in Table 2; n and n range over the
set of names N , while i ranges over integers)

• a knowledge repository K storing information known to the component;

• a policy Π regulating and adapting the component interactions and pro-
cess;

• a process P defining the computations of the component.

Systems aggregate components through the composition operator S1 ‖ S2 .
The name restriction operator (νn)S restricts the scope of the name n to S.

Interfaces are non empty lists of features, i.e. pairs n : e. We assume
that the names n in the interface features are pairwise distinct and act as ref-
erences to closed (i.e. without variables) expressions. Notably, the features can
be dynamically modified by the component process except for the feature id,
which represents the component name and, by design assumption, is uniquely
and persistently defined. The expressions reported at the outset in the interface
specification correspond to the initialisation values.

Processes are the active computational units. Each process is built up
from the inert process nil via action prefixing (a.P ), nondeterministic choice
(P1 + P2), interleaved parallel composition (P1 | P2), process variable (X), and
parametrised process invocation (A(p̃)). Process variables support higher-order
communication, while parametrised process identifiers, that are ranged over by
A, permit defining recursive processes. We assume that each process identifier
A has a single definition of the form A(f̃) , P . Notably, p̃ and f̃ denote lists
of values/processes and variables, respectively.

Processes can perform seven different types of actions. Actions get(T )@c,
qry(T )@c and put(t)@c are used to manage knowledge repositories by with-
drawing/retrieving/adding information items from/to the, possibly remote,
repositories identified by c. Actions get and qry rely on a classical pattern-
matching mechanism and block the enclosing process until a knowledge item t
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that matches the template T is available in the repositories identified by c; the
two actions differ because get removes the item t from the repository, while
qry leaves the repository unchanged. Action fresh(n) introduces a scope re-
striction for the name n, while action new(I,K,Π, P ) creates a new component
I[K,Π, P ]. The remaining actions are used to act on interface features. Action
upd(n, e) updates the value referred to by n with the (evaluation of) e, while
action read(?x, n) assigns the value referred to by n to the variable x.

The destination c of an action can be either a component name n, or a vari-
able x, or the reserved variable self, which refers to the name of the component
executing the action, or a predicate P . Predicates are boolean expressions on
feature names and are used to dynamically identify the component(s) destina-
tion of an action. Using a name or a predicate as a destination produces different
forms of communication: point-to-point or (a sort of) group-oriented commu-
nication, respectively. Indeed, the group variant of put generates a multicast,
while the get and qry ones define interactions with a non deterministically
chosen component among those satisfying the predicate.

Knowledge items and templates are sequences of different elements. Both
can contain expressions and destinations but differ for the fact that items can
contain processes, while templates can contain binders for variables. We con-
vene that variables x and X refer to values and processes, respectively, thus
?x and ?X are their respective binders. Knowledge repositories are, possibly
empty, multisets of evaluated items (i.e. items with no occurring variables). Ex-
pressions can be either Values (i.e. booleans, names or integers) or variables,
or can be built by applying standard operators to simpler expressions3.

Policy Constructs. A PSCEL policy is a list of rules that, according to
boolean conditions on process actions, define positive or negative action au-
thorisations and, possibly, adaptation strategies in the form of (sequence of)
obligation actions. To get a better intuition of the role of each syntactic con-
struct, consider that policies will be evaluated against authorisation requests
that are generated at runtime to enable the execution of process actions. In-
deed, policies act as Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules, where the event is
an authorisation request, the condition is a rule target and the action is an
adaptation strategy.

Policies are formed by a combining algorithm and a sequence of rules. The
combining Algorithm, one between d-unless-p or p-unless-d, is used to combine
possibly conflictual decisions resulting from the evaluation of the contained rules.

Rules are identified by a name n and consist of a positive or negative de-
cision, i.e. permit or deny, a target, which establishes if the rule applies to a
given authorisation request, and a sequence of obligations.

A target is a boolean expression: it is either true, or an atomic target, or
a combination of simpler targets through the boolean operators ∧, ∨ and ¬.

3We only take into account linear arithmetic operators to ensure the full decidability of
our analysis. Nonlinear arithmetic operators, as e.g. ∗, are not decidable, although they can
be managed in nontrivial expressions by the automatic solvers we exploit.
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Policies: Π ::= 〈alg rules : r {r}〉
Algorithms : alg ::= p-unless-d | d-unless-p

Rules: r ::= n(d target : τ obl : {o} )

Decisions: d ::= permit | deny

Targets: τ ::= true | f(sn, pv) | τ1 ∧ τ2 | τ1 ∨ τ2 | ¬ τ
Functions: f ::= equal | greater-than | less-than | pattern-match

Structured Names: sn ::= action/n | subject/n | object/n

Policy Values: pv ::= pt | (pt) | put | get | qry | new | fresh

| upd | read | this

Policy Tuples: pt ::= pe | | pt1, pt2
Policy Expressions: pe ::= v | n | ¬ pe | pe1 op pe2 op ∈ {∧,=, <,+,−}
Obligations: o ::= [B a{. a}] | [A a{. a}]

Table 2: Policy constructs (Obligations use the Actions a of Table 1 where structured names
can occur instead of names n; v stands for the Values of Table 1, while n range over the set
of names N )

An atomic target f(sn, pv) is a triple denoting the application of a relational
function to a structured name and a policy value.

Structured Names are composed by a category name, i.e. one among
action, subject and object, and a name n. They are used to refer to values of
a given authorisation request. For example, action/id refers to the name of
the action generating the request, while subject/label refers to the value of the
interface feature label of the component executing the action, hence the action
subject.

Policy Values can be either policy tuples (round brackets are used to
delimit them), or the action identifiers (i.e. get, qry, put, fresh, new, upd
and read), or the reserved variable this, which refers to the name of the com-
ponent where the policy is in force. Policy Tuples are sequences of elements
containing policy expressions and the symbol ‘ ’, that is a wildcard represent-
ing any value. Policy Expressions are values, name references or can be
built by applying standard operators to simpler expressions (differently from
the Expressions of Table 1, they cannot contain variables).

Obligations are made of a type and a sequence of process actions. The
type, i.e. B or A, indicates if the obligation has to be executed before or after
the action whose authorisation request has triggered the evaluation. We assume
that within obligation actions structured names can occur instead of names n.
Thus, e.g., the action put(log, action/id)@self can be used to locally add an
item formed by log and the action identifier referred to by the structured name
action/id.
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Aux. Function Domain Codomain

[[ · ]] Expressions ∪ PolicyExpressions Values

Policy Constructs

max 2{permit,deny,not-app} {permit, deny}
take {permit, deny} ×Actions∗ Actions∗

O Actions × Requests Actions

Programming Constructs

A Actions ×N Actions

sat Predicates × Interfaces {true, false}
req Interfaces ×Actions × Interfaces Requests

acid Actions {put,get,qry,new, fresh,
upd, read}

dst Actions Destinations

match Templates × Items 2{x,X} ×Values

Table 3: Auxiliary functions (Actions∗ denotes the set of all sequences of actions)

3. PSCEL Formal Semantics

In this section we present the semantics of PSCEL which consists of two
main parts: an inference system modelling the semantics of policy constructs,
and three Labeled Transition Systems (LTSs) defining the operational semantics
of the programming constructs. The LTSs exploit the inference system in order
to check policy evaluation results.

As a general insight, each process action in order to be executed has to
be first authorised by the policies of the involved components. Since processes
can perform three different kinds of actions, we have the following cases: local
actions (i.e. actions for which executing and destination components coincide)
only involve one component, point-to-point actions involve two specific com-
ponents, while group-oriented actions can involve more than two components
dynamically determined through a destination predicate. The first authorisa-
tion phase amounts to evaluate the action arguments, check the policies of the
involved components, possibly install adaptation actions and, when permission
for execution is provided, mark the evaluated action as authorised. The conse-
quent execution phase amounts to execute the authorised actions and apply the
effects of their execution to the involved components. When a process wants to
execute a group-oriented action, the authorisation phase determines the actual
component(s) authorised to act as a destination: in case of get and qry, the
destination is a component randomly chosen among those satisfying the des-
tination predicate; in case of put, all the components satisfying the predicate
act as a destination (thus, if one of them is not authorised by the policy of the
executing component, the action itself is not authorised).

In the sequel, to define the PSCEL semantics, we rely on the auxiliary
functions whose signatures are reported in Table 3. Most (co)domains are sets
of terms generated by the BNF rules of Tables 1 and 2. The correspondence is
obvious: e.g. Actions identifies the set of all actions. Instead, Requests (ranged
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over by ρ) is the set of all (authorisation) requests. A request is a collection of
attributes, i.e. pairs of the form (sn, pv), mapping structured names to policy
values. When convenient, we interpret a request ρ = {(sni, pv i) | i ∈ I} as a
function mapping the structured name sni to the policy value pv i, for each i ∈ I.
Hence, notations ρ(sn) and dom(ρ) have the obvious meaning. The primitive
function [[ · ]], given an expression or a policy expression, returns a (boolean,
name or integer) value. We will use ε to denote an empty sequence of elements
and s to denote a sequence of actions (Actions∗ is the set of all sequences of
actions). If s is empty, s.s′ (and s′.s) and s.P stand for s′ and P , respectively.

In the rest of this section, we present first the semantics of the policy con-
structs (Section 3.1), then that of the programming constructs (Section 3.2).

3.1. Semantics of Policy Constructs

The semantics of policy constructs is expressed at top-level by the judgement
Π, ρ ` d, sB, sA meaning that the policy Π authorises the request ρ with decision
d, i.e. permit or deny, and two (possibly empty) sequences sB and sA of before
and after actions, respectively. The judgment is inferred through the inference
system of Table 4 and the auxiliary functions defined in Table 5. The inference
rules are named according to the constructs they refer to. Thus, from top to
bottom, we have the rules for policies, (combining) algorithms, (policy) rules,
targets and obligations. It is worth noticing that, in addition to the permit
and deny decisions, the semantics of rules can also return the not-app decision,
meaning that a rule does not match the request. However, since the application
of algorithms always provides a default permit or deny decision, the semantics
of policies never returns the not-app decision. Moreover, the semantics is only
defined for policy constructs without occurrences of the reserved variable this.

Remark 1 (On the use of this in policy constructs). By using this to re-
fer to the name of the component where a policy is in force, we can statically
assign the same policy to different system components. During system evolu-
tion, the occurrences of the variable this in the policy of every component will
be replaced by the name of the component itself. Hence, when a request must
be authorised, the involved policy does not contain occurrences of this (see the
semantics of the programming constructs in Section 3.2).

Intuitively, the semantics of policies consists in the evaluation of all the
enclosed rules and in the combination of their results according to the policy
algorithm. The result of each rule is made of an authorisation decision and
possibly empty sequences of before and after obligation actions. The combined
result, again made of a decision and sequences of obligation actions, is then
enforced in the controlled process according to the semantics of the programming
constructs. A few comments about the inference rules follow.

Evaluation of policies (rule (policy)) proceeds by applying the algorithm alg
to the sequence of enclosed rules. The rule (alg-empty) applies to empty se-
quences of policy rules and returns the auxiliary decision not-app, together with
two empty sequences of actions. Instead, the rule (alg-seq) ensures that the rules
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Policies alg(r{r}), ρ ` d, sB, sA
〈alg rules : r{r}〉, ρ ` d, sB, sA

(policy)

Algorithms

r, ρ ` d1, s
′
B, s
′
A alg({r}), ρ ` d2, s

′′
B , s
′′
A d = maxalg(d1, d2)

alg(r {r}), ρ ` d, taked(d1, s
′
B).taked(d2, s

′′
B ), taked(d2, s

′′
A ).taked(d1, s

′
A)

(alg-seq)

alg(ε), ρ ` not-app, ε, ε
(alg-empty)

Rules
τ, ρ ` true {o}, ρ ` sB, sA

n(d target : τ obl : {o} ), ρ ` d , sB, sA
(rule-yes)

τ, ρ ` false

n(d target : τ obl : {o} ), ρ ` not-app, ε, ε
(rule-no)

Targets
−

true, ρ ` true
(trg-true)

f([[ ρ(sn) ]], [[ pv ]]) = true

f(sn, pv), ρ ` true
(trg-app)

τ, ρ ` b
¬ τ, ρ ` ¬ b (trg-not)

f([[ ρ(sn) ]], [[ pv ]]) = false

f(sn, pv), ρ ` false
(trg-napp)

τ1, ρ ` b1 τ2, ρ ` b2
(τ1 ∧ τ2), ρ ` b1 ∧ b2

(trg-and)
τ1, ρ ` b1 τ2, ρ ` b2
(τ1 ∨ τ2), ρ ` b1 ∨ b2

(trg-or)

Obligations

o, ρ ` s ′B, s
′
A {o}, ρ ` s ′′B , s

′′
A

o {o}, ρ ` s ′B.s
′′
B , s
′′
A .s
′
A

(ob)
−

ε, ρ ` ε, ε (ob-empty)

O(a, ρ){.O(a, ρ)} = sB

[B a{. a}], ρ ` sB, ε
(ob-b)

O(a, ρ){.O(a, ρ)} = sA

[A a{. a}], ρ ` ε, sA
(ob-a)

Table 4: Semantics of policy constructs (b is a boolean value, s is a sequence of actions)

in a policy are evaluated in the same order as they occur. The calculated de-
cision d results from the application of the auxiliary function maxalg defined in
Table 5. Thus, in case of the p-unless-d algorithm (d-unless-p is defined dually),
d is the maximum among decisions d1, d2 and an additional permit, with re-
spect to the order deny ≥ permit ≥ not-app. Since permit takes precedence over
not-app, this order ensures that the latter decision is never returned as result of
evaluation of the algorithm (and, hence, of policies). The resulting sequences
of actions are calculated via the function taked also defined in Table 5. This
function returns the sequence of actions taken as a second argument if the first
argument is d, otherwise it returns the empty sequence.

Evaluation of a rule starts by checking its target. If the target matches the
request (rule (rule-yes)), the rule decision is returned, together with the two
sequences of actions resulting from the evaluation of obligations. If the target
does not match the request (rule (rule-no)), the not-app decision is returned.

A target matches a request ρ if its evaluation returns true; otherwise,
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maxalg(d1, d2) =
max{d1, d2, permit} where deny ≥ permit ≥ not-app

if alg = p-unless-d

max{d1, d2, deny} where permit ≥ deny ≥ not-app
if alg = d-unless-p

taked(d
′, s) ={

s if d = d′

ε otherwise

Table 5: Auxiliary functions for the semantics of combining algorithms

i.e. when it returns false, the target does not match the request. Obviously, a
target true matches all possible requests (rule (trg-true)). A target ¬ τ matches
ρ if τ does not match ρ (rule (trg-not)), while a target composed by the operator
∧ (resp., ∨) matches ρ if both (resp., at least one) arguments match ρ (rule
(trg-and)) (resp., (rule (trg-or))). An atomic target f(sn, pv) matches ρ accord-
ing to the application of function f to the value identified by the structured
name sn in the request, i.e. [[ ρ(sn) ]], and the value resulting from the evalu-
ation of the policy value pv , i.e. [[ pv ]]. Thus, when f returns true the target
matches (rule (trg-app)), otherwise it does not match (rule (trg-napp)). Notably,
evaluation of policy values requires that of possibly occurring expressions.

Evaluation of a non empty sequence of obligations (rule (ob)) means ful-
filling each obligation in the sequence and composing the results according to
the obligation type and the order of occurrence. In case of an empty sequence
of obligations, two empty sequences of actions are returned (rule (ob-empty)).
Fulfilling an obligation (rules (ob-b) and (ob-a)) amounts to evaluate each en-
closed action through the function O. This function takes in input an action
a and a request ρ, and returns a modified by replacing the possibly occurring
structured names sn with the value (resulting from the evaluation of the policy
value) which they are mapped to by ρ, i.e. [[ ρ(sn) ]]. O can be defined induc-
tively on the syntax of actions and their subterms. Its definition is lengthy but
straightforward, hence it is omitted.

It is worth noticing that the semantics is only defined with respect to: (i)
authorisation requests mapping all the structured names occurring within the
policy constructs; (ii) relational functions applied to values of the expected type.
The semantics could be easily extended to overcome these limitations and return
the not-app decision when the two conditions above are not met (see Remark 2
below). However, since not-app decisions are not crucial for our analysis, we
prefer to work under the previous two simplifying assumptions.

Remark 2 (Partial Requests and Type Mismatch). We add the follow-
ing inference rules for target evaluation to the rules in Table 4. The new rules
return the special value ⊥ when a request does not contain any association for
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a needed structured name or a function is applied to values of unexpected type.

f([[ ρ(sn) ]], [[ pv ]]) = err

f(sn, pv), ρ ` ⊥
(trg-err)

sn 6∈ dom(ρ)

f(sn, pv), ρ ` ⊥
(trg-bot)

τ, ρ ` ⊥
¬ τ, ρ ` ⊥ (trg-not-bot)

τ1, ρ ` ⊥ ∨ τ2, ρ ` ⊥
(τ1 ∧ τ2), ρ ` ⊥

(trg-and-bot)
τ1, ρ ` ⊥ ∨ τ2, ρ ` ⊥

(τ1 ∨ τ2), ρ ` ⊥
(trg-or-bot)

err denotes an erroneous evaluation of the function f because of type mismatch.
For dealing with targets evaluated to ⊥, we also add the following inference

rule for (policy) rule evaluation

τ, ρ ` ⊥
n(d target : τ obl : {o} ), ρ ` not-app, ε, ε

(rule-bot)

which ensures that a rule evaluates to not-app when its target evaluates to ⊥.
In this way, the decision returned by the evaluation of the policy is entrusted to
the other rules of the policy and to the combining algorithm.

Unsuccessful applications of the function O could be managed similarly.

3.2. Semantics of Programming Constructs

The operational semantics of programming constructs provides a full de-
scription of systems behaviour, addressing as two distinguished steps the au-
thorisation and execution of process actions. The presentation is structured
into two parts. First, the process semantics specifies the commitments, that is
the actions that processes are willing to perform and the continuation process
obtained after each such action. Then, by considering commitments and sys-
tem configurations, the system semantics describes the effects of process actions
authorisation and execution at system level.

To define the semantics we need to introduce the notions of bound and free
variables/names. Actions qry(T ) and get(T ) bind the variables occurring in T
preceded by the symbol ‘?’, as well as action read(?x, n) binds the variable x,
in the continuation process. Recall that variables x and X refer to values and
processes, respectively. Action fresh(n) binds the name n in the continuation
process and, similarly, the restriction operator (νn) binds n in the system to
which it is applied. Variables and names which are not bound are called free.
Function n( ) returns the set of (free and bound) names occurring in the term .
We say that two terms are alpha-equivalent, written ≡, if one can be obtained
from the other by renaming bound variables/names.

The semantics is only defined for closed extended systems. These are systems
defined by the grammars in Tables 1 and 2 where all variables are bound and
pairwise distinct, bound names are pairwise distinct and different from the free
ones, and the syntax of actions is extended to also include authorised actions.
These actions are process actions that have already obtained permission to be
executed and whose arguments have been evaluated, i.e. items and templates do
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−
α.P ↓α P

P ↓α P ′

P + Q ↓α P ′
Q ↓α Q′

P + Q ↓α Q′
P ↓α P ′

P | Q ↓α P ′ | Q

Q ↓α Q′

P | Q ↓α P | Q′
P{p̃/f̃} ↓α P ′

A(p̃) ↓α P ′
A(f̃) , P

P ′ ↓α P ′′

P ↓α P ′′
P ≡ P ′

Table 6: Semantics of processes

not contain composed expressions and destinations do not contain the reserved
variable self. As a matter of notation, we write a to denote an evaluated action
and ā to denote an authorised action; α will indicate either an action a or an
authorised action ā. Moreover, we use I and J to range over interfaces.

Semantics of Processes

We use P and Q to range over processes and write P ↓α Q to mean that “P
can commit to perform action α and become Q after doing so”. The relation ↓
defining the semantics of processes is the least relation induced by the inference
rules in Table 6. The first rule says that a process of the form α.P can commit
to perform action α and continue as process P . The following two pairs of
rules deal with (non-deterministic) choice and (interleaving) parallel operators,
respectively, and are quite explicative. The next rule states that a process
invocation A(p̃) behaves like the invoked process P , where the formal parameters
f̃ are replaced by the actual parameters p̃. The last rule states that alpha-
equivalent processes have the same commitments.

Semantics of Systems

The operational semantics of systems is defined by three LTSs: (i) the first
one models the authorisation of actions with respect to the policies of compo-
nents; (ii) the second one models the execution of authorised actions; (iii) the
third one models the semantics of generic systems by considering name restric-
tions, which are instead neglected by the previous two LTSs. The LTSs, together
with the definitions of the auxiliary functions they exploit, are presented in the
following paragraphs.

Semantics of Systems (1 of 3): authorisation rules. The rules defining the tran-
sition relation modelling the authorisation of actions use the following auxiliary
functions: (i) dst, to get the destination of an action, i.e. a name n or a pred-
icate P ; (ii) acid, to get the action identifier, e.g. put; (iii) sat, to establish if
an interface satisfies a predicate; (iv) A, to evaluate actions with respect to a
name; (v) req, to generate the authorisation request corresponding to a process
commitment. Actions that do not explicitly specify a destination (e.g. actions
new or upd) have the name of the executing component as destination. We
also use the following notations: I.id (resp., I.π) indicates the name (resp., the
policy) of the component having interface I; (n : e) ∈ I means that the feature
n : e is exposed by I and the name n is referring to the expression e in I.

13



−
sat(true, I) = true

sat(P , I) = b

sat(¬ P , I) = ¬ b
sat(P1, I) = b1 sat(P2, I) = b2

sat(P1 ∨ P2, I) = b1 ∨ b2
(n : e ′) ∈ I [[ e ′ = e ]] = b

sat(n = e, I) = b

(n : e ′) ∈ I [[ e ′ < e ]] = b

sat(n < e, I) = b

Table 7: Evaluation of predicates (b stands for a boolean value)

A(put(t)@c, n) = put(A(t, n))@A(c, n)

A(qry(T )@c, n) = qry(A(t, n))@A(c, n) A(get(T )@c, n) = get(A(t, n))@A(c, n)

A(fresh(n′), n) = fresh(n′) A(new(I,K,Π, P ), n) = new(I,K,Π, P )

A(upd(n, e), n) = upd(n,A(e, n)) A(read(?x, n), n) = read(?x, n)

A((t1, t2), n) = A(t1, n),A(t2, n) A((T1, T2), n) = A(T1, n),A(T2, n)

A(?x, n) =?x A(?X,n) =?X A(v , n) = v A(P , n) = P A(P, n) = P

[[ e ]] = v ′ [[ ¬ v ′ ]] = v

A(¬ e, n) = v

[[ e1 ]] = v1 [[ e2 ]] = v2 [[ v1 op v2 ]] = v

A(e1 op e2, n) = v

−
A(self, n) = n

Table 8: Evaluation of actions

The function sat, inductively defined on the syntax of predicates by the
rules in Table 7, returns true when the interface taken as a second argument
satisfies the predicate taken as a first argument. All rules are straightforward
and amount to evaluate the predicate, once the feature names possibly occurring
within are replaced by the value (resulting from evaluating the expression) which
they refer to in I.

The function A, inductively defined on the syntax of actions and their argu-
ments (i.e. items, templates and destinations) by the rules in Table 8, evaluates
the (arguments of the) action taken as first argument by using the name taken
as second argument. Applying the function to an action amounts to apply it to
its arguments. On action arguments, the function acts as the identity, except
for (closed) expressions that are evaluated and for the occurrences of the re-
served variable self that are replaced by the name taken in input. For instance,
A(put(1 + 2)@self, nm1) returns the evaluated action put(3)@nm1.

The function req generates the authorisation request corresponding to a pro-
cess commitment. The request collects attributes representing the action to
authorise and the interface features of executing and destination components.
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The function req is defined by case analysis on the syntax of actions as follows

req(I, fresh(n), I) = {(subject/n, e) | (n : e) ∈ I} ∪ {(action/id, fresh)}
∪ {(object/n, e) | (n : e) ∈ I}

req(I,new(J ,K,Π, P ), I) = {(subject/n, e) | (n : e) ∈ I}
∪ {(action/id,new)} ∪ {(object/n, e) | (n : e) ∈ I}

req(I,get(T )@c,J ) = {(subject/n, e) | (n : e) ∈ I} ∪ {(action/id,get)}
∪ {(action/arg, (|A(T, I.id)|))} ∪ {(object/n, e) | (n : e) ∈ J }

req(I,qry(T )@c,J ) = {(subject/n, e) | (n : e) ∈ I} ∪ {(action/id,qry)}
∪ {(action/arg, (|A(T, I.id)|))} ∪ {(object/n, e) | (n : e) ∈ J }

req(I,put(t)@c,J ) = {(subject/n, e) | (n : e) ∈ I} ∪ {(action/id,put)}
∪ {(action/arg, (|A(T, I.id)|))} ∪ {(object/n, e) | (n : e) ∈ J }

req(I,upd(n, e), I) = {(subject/n, e ′) | (n : e ′) ∈ I} ∪ {(action/id,upd)}
∪ {(action/arg, (|n,A(e, I.id)|))} ∪ {(object/n, e ′) | (n : e ′) ∈ I}

req(I, read(?x, n), I) = {(subject/n, e) | (n : e) ∈ I} ∪ {(action/id, read)}
∪ {(action/arg, (|?x, n|))} ∪ {(object/n, e) | (n : e) ∈ I}

The attributes with category action describe the action identifier and the policy
tuple representing the evaluated action arguments, while those with category
subject (resp., object) report the contextual information bound to the interface
features of the component executing (resp., destination of) the action. Actions
fresh, new, upd and read are local, i.e. they only involve the component
I. Except for actions fresh and new, that operate neither on the knowledge
repository nor on the interface, the remaining actions define the attribute named
action/arg. This attribute is associated to the policy tuple obtained by possibly
applying first the function A for evaluating the action arguments and then the
function (| · |) for abstracting from all those elements of items/templates that
cannot occur in policy tuples, i.e. variable binders, predicates and processes
(compare Items and Templates of Table 1 with Policy Tuples of Table 2);
all these elements are replaced by the wildcard ‘ ’. Formally, the function (| · |)
is defined as follows

(|t1, t2|) = (|t1|), (|t2|) (|T1, T2|) = (|T1|), (|T2|) (|v|) = v

(|?x|) = (|?X|) = (|P |) = (|P |) =

Notably, (|·|) is only defined on evaluated items/templates of committed actions.
The transition relation modelling the authorisation of actions can be now

defined by the rules in Tables 9 and 10. Table 9 reports first the rules for local
actions, then those for point-to-point actions, and finally those for the group-
oriented variants of get and qry. The rules for the group-oriented variants of
put are instead in Table 10. The generated transition labels are as follows:

• τ , representing a single policy authorisation;

• I : a, p, sB, sA, representing (part of) a multiparty communication taking
place to authorise the group-oriented variant of put.
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Additionally, we use the following abbreviations: ρI,Ja indicates the request
req(I,a,J ); ΠI indicates the policy obtained by replacing all the occurrences
of the reserved variable this in Π with I.id.

We now comment the rules in Table 9. Rules (l-p) and (l-d) regulate, respec-
tively, the permit and deny authorisation of local actions. In case of permit, the
resulting process contains the evaluated action marked as authorised (i.e. by
using notation ā), and the sequences of actions sB and sA returned by the policy
evaluation. Notably, the before actions sB prefix ā, while the after actions sA
follow ā and prefix the continuation process P ′. This ensures that all adaptation
actions will be executed in the correct order with respect to action ā and, in any
case, before the rest of the process. When the authorisation is deny, although
the action is forbidden, the resulting sequences of actions are installed; they in
fact might adapt the system to permit a subsequent successful authorisation of
the action or to enable an alternative execution path. The sequences sA and
sB both prefix P , hence the forbidden action a, thus to not cause unexpected
deadlocks. For instance, if an action in sB has the duty of taking a lock and
one in sA of releasing it, such lock will be never released if a would never be
authorised. Notably, since we assumed that bound variables are all distinct, the
variable bindings possibly occurring within obligation actions do not change the
scope of those variables that are already bound in the process.

The authorisation of remote actions is established by considering the pos-
sibly different authorisations resulting from the involved components. First,
we comment the rules for point-to-point actions, then those for group-oriented
actions.

A point-to-point action involves two different components and for its autho-
risation we may have three different cases. When both components authorise the
action (rule (ptp-pp)), it is marked as authorised and the appropriate sequences
of actions are installed in both components. When the executing component au-
thorises the action while the destination component does not (rule (ptp-pd)), the
sequences of actions are installed in the destination component, while the exe-
cuting component remains unchanged. When the executing component does not
authorise the action (rule (ptp-d*)), only such component installs the returned
sequences of actions, while the other component remains unchanged.

Authorisation of the group-oriented variants of get/qry operates similarly.
In fact, yet again the interaction only involves two components, although the
destination one is nondeterministically chosen at runtime among those compo-
nents satisfying a destination predicate. In case of positive authorisations from
both components, the evaluated action is marked as authorised and modified
by setting the destination to be the name I2.id of the interacting component.
Rules (gr-get-pp) and (gr-qry-pp) detail this case for get and qry, respectively.
The other two cases, dealt with by rules (gr-get-qry-pd) and (gr-get-qry-d), are
similar to the point-to-point variants previously described.

The authorisation rules for the group-oriented variants of action put are
in Table 10. Such an action is authorised when all those components dynam-
ically identified by the destination predicate are authorised by the executing
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Local Actions

P ↓a P ′ a = A(a, I.id) dst(a) = I.id ΠI , ρI,Ia ` permit, sB, sA

I[K,Π, P ]
τ- I[K,Π, sB.ā.sA.P ′]

(l-p)

P ↓a P ′ a = A(a, I.id) dst(a) = I.id ΠI , ρI,Ia ` deny, sB, sA

I[K,Π, P ]
τ- I[K,Π, sB.sA.P ]

(l-d)

Point-To-Point Actions

P1 ↓a P ′1 a = A(a, I1.id) dst(a) = I2.id

ΠI11 , ρI1,I2a ` permit, sB, sA ΠI22 , ρI1,I2a ` permit, s ′B, s
′
A

I1[K1,Π1, P1] ‖ I2[K2,Π2, P2]
τ- I1[K1,Π1, sB.ā.sA.P

′
1] ‖ I2[K2,Π2, s

′
B.s
′
A.P2]

(ptp-pp)

P1 ↓a P ′1 a = A(a, I1.id) dst(a) = I2.id

ΠI11 , ρI1,I2a ` permit, sB, sA ΠI22 , ρI1,I2a ` deny, s ′B, s
′
A

I1[K1,Π1, P1] ‖ I2[K2,Π2, P2]
τ- I1[K1,Π1, P1] ‖ I2[K2,Π2, s

′
B.s
′
A.P2]

(ptp-pd)

P1 ↓a P ′1 a = A(a, I1.id) dst(a) = I2.id ΠI11 , ρI1,I2a ` deny, sB, sA

I1[K1,Π1, P1] ‖ I2[K2,Π2, P2]
τ- I1[K1,Π1, sB.sA.P1] ‖ I2[K2,Π2, P2]

(ptp-d*)

Group Get/Qry

P1 ↓get(T )@P P
′
1 a = get(A(T, I1.id))@P sat(P , I2) = true

ΠI11 , ρI1,I2a ` permit, sB, sA ΠI22 , ρI1,I2a ` permit, s ′B, s
′
A

I1[K1,Π1, P1] ‖ I2[K2,Π2, P2]
τ-

I1[K1,Π1, sB.get(A(T, I1.id))@I2.id.sA.P
′
1] ‖ I2[K2,Π2, s

′
B.s
′
A.P2]

(gr-get-pp)

P1 ↓qry(T )@P P
′
1 a = qry(A(T, I1.id))@P sat(P , I2) = true

ΠI11 , ρI1,I2a ` permit, sB, sA ΠI22 , ρI1,I2a ` permit, s ′B, s
′
A

I1[K1,Π1, P1] ‖ I2[K2,Π2, P2]
τ-

I1[K1,Π1, sB.qry(A(T, I1.id))@I2.id.sA.P
′
1] ‖ I2[K2,Π2, s

′
B.s
′
A.P2]

(gr-qry-pp)

P1 ↓a P ′1
a = A(a, I1.id) dst(a) = P acid(a) 6= put sat(P , I2) = true

ΠI11 , ρI1,I2a ` permit, sB, sA ΠI22 , ρI1,I2a ` deny, s ′A, s
′
A

I1[K1,Π1, P1] ‖ I2[K2,Π2, P2]
τ- I1[K1,Π1, P1] ‖ I2[K2,Π2, s

′
B.s
′
A.P2]

(gr-get-qry-pd)

P1 ↓a P ′1 a = A(a, I1.id) dst(a) = P

acid(a) 6= put sat(P , I2) = true ΠI11 , ρI1,I2a ` deny, sB, sA

I1[K1,Π1, P1] ‖ I2[K2,Π2, P2]
τ- I1[K1,Π1, sB.sA.P1] ‖ I2[K2,Π2, P2]

(gr-get-qry-d)

Table 9: Semantics of programming constructs (1 of 3): authorisation rules (1 of 2) (ρI,Ja

stands for req(I,a,J ), ΠI stands for the policy obtained by replacing all the occurrences of
the variable this in Π with I.id)
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Group Put
P1 ↓put(t)@P P

′
1 a = put(A(t, I1.id))@P sat(P , I2) = true

ΠI11 , ρI1,I2a ` permit, sB, sA ΠI22 , ρI1,I2a ` permit, s ′B, s
′
A

I1[K1,Π1, P1] ‖ I2[K2,Π2, P2]
I1:a,id=I2.id,sB,sA-

I1[K1,Π1, •.P ′1] ‖ I2[K2,Π2, s
′
B, s
′
A.P2]

(gr-put-p)

P1 ↓put(t)@P P
′
1 a = put(A(t, I1.id))@P sat(P , I2) = true

ΠI11 , ρI1,I2a ` deny, sB, sA

I1[K1,Π1, P1] ‖ I2[K2,Π2, P2]
τ- I1[K1,Π1, sB.sA.P1] ‖ I2[K2,Π2, P2]

(gr-put-d)

S
I:a,p,sB,sA- S′ a = put(t)@P sat(P ,J ) = true

I.πI , ρI,Ja ` permit, s ′B, s
′
A ΠJ , ρI,Ja ` permit, s ′′B , s

′′
A

S ‖ J [K,Π, P ]
I:a,p∨id=J .id,sB.s′B,s

′
A.sA- S′ ‖ J [K,Π, s ′′B .s ′′A .P ]

(gr-put-pp)

S
I:a,p,sB,sA- S′ a = put(t)@P sat(P ,J ) = true

I.πI , ρI,Ja ` permit, s ′B, s
′
A ΠJ , ρI,Ja ` deny, s ′′B , s

′′
A

S ‖ J [K,Π, P ]
I:a,p,sB,sA- S′ ‖ J [K,Π, s ′′B .s ′′A .P ]

(gr-put-pd)

S
I:a,p,sB,sA- S′ a = put(t)@P sat(P ,J ) = false

S ‖ J [K,Π, P ]
I:a,p,sB,sA- S′ ‖ J [K,Π, P ]

(engr-put)

S1
τ- S′1

S1 ‖ S2
τ- S′1 ‖ S2

(as-aut)

Table 10: Semantics of programming constructs (1 of 3): authorisation rules (2 of 2) (ρI,Ja

stands for req(I,a,J ), ΠI stands for the policy obtained by replacing all the occurrences of
the variable this in Π with I.id, I.π is the policy in force at the component with interface I)

component and at least one of them authorises the action too. Rule (gr-put-p)

models indeed the positive authorisation by both the executing component and
an arbitrarily chosen destination component. In addition to the interface of the
executing component and the evaluated action, the transition label also reports
a predicate indicating the name of those components already authorised to act
as a destination component, and the sequences of before and after actions rep-
resenting the results of local authorisation. These latter sequences are updated
while the inference proceeds, i.e. other components join this multiparty inter-
action, and finally used to replace the placeholder • prefixing the continuation
process P ′1. Indeed, when a system produces a label of the form I : a, p, sB, sA,
any additional component satisfying the destination predicate and authorising
the action can join the interaction (rule (gr-put-pp)): in the transition label, the
predicate p is enriched by a disjunctive assertion of the form id = J .id and
the sequences sB and sA are extended as well. Instead, rule (gr-put-pd) deals
with any component satisfying the predicate but not authorising the action: in
this case, the transition label is left unchanged. Notably, those components not
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satisfying the predicate do not affect the authorisation of a group-oriented put
(rule (engr-put)). Instead, when a group-oriented put is not locally authorised,
rule (gr-put-d) locally installs the sequences of before and after actions produced
by policy evaluation and generates a τ -labelled transition. Finally, rule (as-aut)

states that all those authorisations different from the positive authorisation of
a group-oriented put can be performed by only involving some of the compo-
nents. This exclusion ensures that when a component is going to authorise a
group-oriented put all potential destination components are considered.

Remark 3 (On the approach followed by the rules in Table 10). The
authorisation of a group-oriented put must be denied if a component satisfing
the destination predicate is not authorised by the policy of the executing compo-
nent. The authorisation rules in Table 10 enforce this behaviour by relying on
the fact that at most one of the inferences generated from the rules (gr-put-p)

and (gr-put-d) can actually take place. Indeed, given an action put(t)@P , let F
be the set of (the interfaces of) the components satisfying P , i.e. the destination
components. If the policy of the executing component authorises the action
for each component in F and at least one of them authorises the action too,
the only applicable rules are (gr-put-p), (gr-put-pp) (gr-put-pd) and (engr-put),
and the action is actually authorised. Similarly, when all local authorisations
are denied, only rules (gr-put-d) and (as-aut) apply, hence the action is denied.
Instead, if the policy of the executing component authorises the action for some
components in F and denies it for the remaining ones, then only the inference
starting from rule (gr-put-d) successfully terminates by returning the expected
system behaviour, i.e. the action is denied, whereas the inference starting from
rule (gr-put-p) gets stuck because there is no rule able to manage the transition
label it generates in presence of local negative authorisations.

Semantics of Systems (2 of 3): execution rules. Tables 12 and 13 report the
rules defining the transition relation modelling the execution of authorised local
and remote actions, respectively. In case of action put, rules and transition
labels for point-to-point actions differ from those for group-oriented variants.
The set of transition labels, ranged over by λ, is generated by the following
productions

λ ::= n : get(T )@n′ | n : qry(T )@n′ | n : fresh(n′) | n : new(J ,K,Π, P )

| n : put(t)@n′ | n : put(t)@p | n : upd(n, e) | n : read(n)

where T/t are templates/items of evaluated actions, while p are predicates de-
fined by the authorisation rules for group-oriented variants of put.

The execution rules for get and qry rely on the partial function match
that, given a template T and an item t in input, implements a classical pattern-
matching mechanism. Its definition is reported in Table 11. The rules state that
a template T matches an item t, if they have the same number of elements and
the corresponding elements have matching values or variable binders; variable
binders match any value of the same type and two values match only if they
are identical. When the arguments match, the function returns a substitution σ
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match(v , v) = ∅ match(P , P) = ∅

match(?x, v) = [v/x] match(?x, P) = [P/x] match(?X,P ) = [P/X]

match(T1, t2) = σ1 match(T3, t4) = σ2

match((T1, T3) , (t2, t4)) = σ1 ] σ2

Table 11: The Matching Rules

Local Actions
P ↓get(T )@n P

′ n = I.id match(T, t) = σ

I[K ‖ t,Π, P ]
I.id:get(t)@n- I[K,Π, P ′σ]

(l-get)

P ↓qry(T )@n P
′ n = I.id match(T, t) = σ

I[K ‖ t,Π, P ]
I.id:qry(t)@n- I[K ‖ t,Π, P ′σ]

(l-qry)

P ↓put(t)@n P
′ n = I.id

I[K,Π, P ]
I.id:put(t)@n- I[K ‖ t,Π, P ′]

(l-put)

P ↓fresh(n) P
′ n 6∈ n(I[K,Π,nil])

I[K,Π, P ]
I.id:fresh(n)- (νn) I[K,Π, P ′]

(freshn)

P ↓new(J ,Kj ,Πj ,Pj) P
′

I[K,Π, P ]
I.id:new(J ,Kj ,Πj ,Pj)- I[K,Π, P ′] ‖ J [Kj ,Πj , Pj ]

(newc)

P ↓upd(n,v) P
′ n 6= id

({n′ : e ′,} n : e {, n′′ : e ′′})[K,Π, P ]
I.id:upd(n,v)- ({n′ : e ′, } n : v {, n′′ : e ′′})[K,Π, P ′]

(upd)

P ↓read(? x,n) P
′ σ = [A(e, I.id)/x]

({n′ : e ′,} n : e {, n′′ : e ′′})[K,Π, P ]
I.id:read(n)- ({n′ : e ′, } n : e {, n′′ : e ′′})[K,Π, P ′σ]

(read)

Table 12: Semantics of programming constructs (2 of 3): execution rules (1 of 2)

associating to the variables bound by T the corresponding values in t; otherwise,
it is undefined. We use ∅ to denote the empty substitution and σ1]σ2 to denote
the composition of substitutions σ1 and σ2 when they have disjoint domains.

We now comment the rules for local actions in Table 12. Rules (l-get), (l-qry)
and (l-put) model the management of local knowledge, i.e. when the destination
of actions put/get/qry is the executing component itself. As effect of execution
of action put, the item t (which has been evaluated during the authorisation
phase) argument of the action is added to the local knowledge. Instead, as effect
of execution of action get, the item t matching the template T argument of the
action is removed from the knowledge repository. Execution of action qry only
differs because the item is read but not removed from the knowledge. If more
items match the template, one of them is arbitrarily chosen. In any case, the
substitution σ generated by match is applied to the process continuation P ′ for
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replacing the variables bound by T with the corresponding values contained in
the matched item.

Execution of action fresh (rule (freshn)) introduces a scope restriction for the
name n. To this aim, the name n must not be used in the executing component
except for its process (that indeed will likely use n). This condition, expressed
by the hypothesis n 6∈ n(I[K,Π,nil]), can be always satisfied by exploiting
alpha-equivalence among terms. Execution of action new (rule (newc)) causes
the creation of the new component argument of the action.

Execution of action upd (rule (upd)) updates the value referred to by the
interface feature n to the value v which has been obtained by evaluating the
expression e during the authorisation phase; the condition n 6= id ensures that
the feature id cannot be changed. Execution of action read (rule (read)) retrieves
the value (obtained by evaluating the expression e) referred to by the name n
argument of the action and generates a substitution σ for the variable x. The
substitution is then applied to the process continuation P ′. Both the rules (upd)

and (read) exploit the notation {n′ : e ′, } n : e {, n′′ : e ′′} to indicate that the
feature n can be at any position of the list of pairs defining an interface.

The comments on the rules for remote actions in Table 13 follow. Rules
(rem-get) and (rem-qry) deal with execution of remote variants of actions get
and qry, respectively. The rules differ from the corresponding local ones only
for the condition on the action destination, i.e. the destination name n has
to be equal to the name of the component (with interface) J appearing in
(the left-hand side of the conclusion of) the rule. Checking this condition is
possible both for point-to-point and group-oriented variants because, due to the
authorisation phase, an authorised get or qry action always contains the name
of the destination component. Rule (ptp-put), modelling execution of point-
to-point variants of action put, differs from its local counterpart for similar
aspects.

Execution of group-oriented variants of action put requires to add the action
argument t to all the components authorised to receive it, i.e. all those compo-
nents whose name satisfies the predicate p determined during the authorisation
phase. Therefore, rule (gr-put) generates a label of the form I.id : put(t)@p
reporting the needed information so that, thanks to rule (gr-put-y), the intended
destination components can receive t. Rule (gr-put-n) ensures instead that the
components not satisfying the predicate cannot affect its execution.

Finally, similarly to rule (as-aut), rule (as-ex) states that execution of all
actions different from group-oriented variants of put can be performed by only
involving some of the system components. This exclusion ensures that when a
component is going to execute a group-oriented put all potential destination
components are taken into account.

Semantics of Systems (3 of 3): system transition rules. Table 14 reports the
rules defining the transition relation modelling the semantics of a generic sys-
tem (with names restrictions). The rules generate τ -labelled transitions, cor-
responding to action authorisations, or λ-labelled transitions, corresponding
to action executions. As a matter of notation, γ ranges over both kinds of
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Remote Actions

P ↓get(T )@n P
′′ n = J .id match(T, t) = σ

I[K,Π, P ] ‖ J [K′ ‖ t,Π′, P ′] I.id:get(t)@n- I[K,Π, P ′′σ] ‖ J [K′,Π′, P ′]
(rem-get)

P ↓qry(T )@n P
′′ n = J .id match(T, t) = σ

I[K,Π, P ] ‖ J [K′ ‖ t,Π′, P ′] I.id:qry(t)@n- I[K,Π, P ′′σ] ‖ J [K′ ‖ t,Π′, P ′]
(rem-qry)

P ↓put(t)@n P
′′ n = J .id

I[K,Π, P ] ‖ J [K′,Π′, P ′] I.id:put(t)@n- I[K,Π, P ′′] ‖ J [K′ ‖ t,Π′, P ′]
(ptp-put)

P ↓put(t)@p P
′

I[K,Π, P ]
I.id:put(t)@p- I[K,Π, P ′]

(gr -put)

S
I.id:put(t)@p- S′ sat(p,J ) = true

S ‖ J [K,Π, P ]
I.id:put(t)@p- S′ ‖ J [K ‖ t,Π, P ]

(gr -put-y)

S
I.id:put(t)@p- S′ sat(p,J ) = false

S ‖ J [K,Π, P ]
I.id:put(t)@p- S′ ‖ J [K,Π, P ]

(gr -put-n)

S1
λ- S′1 λ 6= I.id : put(t)@p

S1 ‖ S2
λ- S′1 ‖ S2

(as-ex)

Table 13: Semantics of programming constructs (2 of 3): execution rules (2 of 2) (p stands
for the predicate determined by the rules in Table 10)

transition labels. Moreover, ñ denotes a (possibly empty) sequence of names
and ñ, n′ is the sequence obtained by composing ñ and n′. (νñ)S abbreviates
(νn1)((νn2)(· · · (νnm)S · · · )), if ñ = n1, n2, · · · , nm with m > 0, and S, other-
wise. S{n′/n} denotes the system obtained by replacing any free occurrence of
n in S with n′.

Rule (acc-put) deals with the authorisation of a group-oriented action put.
When it is applied, all system components possibly matching the predicate have
been taken into account to determine the predicate p, thus the placeholder •
can be safely replaced by the sequence of actions sB.put(t)@p.sA formed by the
elements carried by the label. Notably, the action put has the predicate p as
destination and it is prefixed (resp., followed) by the collected sequence of before
(resp., after) actions. Hence, finally, the authorisation of a group-oriented put
boils down to a τ -labelled transition as well. Rule (aut-exec) states that all the
other transitions corresponding to action authorisations and all the transitions
corresponding to action executions generate a system transition.

Rule (top) manipulates the syntax of systems for moving all name restric-
tions at top level, thus ensuring that one of the first two rules apply. These
rules indeed apply only when all (possible) name restrictions are at top level
(otherwise the transitions in the premises could not be inferred). Finally, rules
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S
I:a,p,sB,sA- S′ a = put(t)@P

(νñ)S � τ−→ (νñ)S′[sB.put(t)@p.sA/•]
(acc-put)

S
γ- S′

(νñ)S � γ−→ (νñ)S′
(aut-exec)

(νñ, n′)(S1 ‖ S2) � γ−→ S′

(νñ)(S1 ‖ (νn′)S2) � γ−→ S′
(top)

(νñ)(S2 ‖ S1) � γ−→ S′

(νñ)(S1 ‖ S2) � γ−→ S′
(comm)

(νñ)((S1 ‖ S2) ‖ S3) � γ−→ S′

(νñ)(S1 ‖ (S2 ‖ S3)) � γ−→ S′
(assoc)

Table 14: Semantics of programming constructs (3 of 3): system transitions

(comm) and (assoc) make system composition a commutative and associative
operator.

4. PSCEL at work on the Case Study

We consider a case study inspired by the Autonomic Cloud platform [35] de-
fined in the ASCENS project [16]. The Autonomic Cloud consists of a collection
of nodes grouped according to the physical locality where they are placed. A
single group is formed by: (i) a gateway node managing communications intra
and inter groups; (ii) a server node (or more, if needed) offering computing
services; (iii) multiple client nodes creating tasks to execute.

For simplicity’s sake, we consider only a group of nodes placed at a locality
named UNIFI. The considered group of nodes can be rendered as the following
PSCEL system

I1[K,ΠS , PS ] ‖ JG[K′,ΠG, PG] ‖ IC1
[KC ,ΠC , PC ] ‖ . . . ‖ ICk

[KC ,ΠC , PC ]

where each component represents a (virtual) node of the platform. The com-
ponent with interface I1 represents the server node, the one with interface JG
represents the gateway node. The other components represent client nodes.
The gateway component is not explicitly described because, in our simplified
setting with only one locality, it does not have any duty besides collecting logs
from clients.

Each component interface I contains, besides id, the features role, locality,
level and load. In details, role is the type of the represented node, i.e. server,
client or gateway; locality is the name of the physical locality where the node
is placed, i.e. UNIFI ; level is the confidentiality level of the node, i.e. 1 and
2 corresponding to low and high confidentiality levels respectively; load is the
percentage of load of the hosting machine, i.e. an integer between 0 and 100
that, for simplicity’s sake, aggregates both cpu and memory loads. E.g., the
server interface is of the form I1 , (id : s1, role : server, level : 1, locality :
UNIFI , load : 70). Consequently, the execution of, e.g., upd(load, 75) has the
effect of updating the feature load to the value 75.

Let us first focus on the (single-threaed) server component I1[K,ΠS , PS ],
that is the node offering the computational service to the other nodes of the
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locality. Its process PS is defined as follows

PS , get(task, ?owner, ?X, ?taskId)@(locality=UNIFI ).
( X | get(result, ?res)@self.put(result, taskId, res)@owner. PS )

The group-oriented get (non-deterministically) retrieves a task from a compo-
nent among those that dynamically match the predicate locality=UNIFI . A
task is any process Q stored in an item of the form 〈task, n,Q, i〉 (n and i are
a name and an integer), which is expected to terminate its execution by locally
producing an item of the form 〈result, v〉. The retrieved task (bound to the
process variable X) is sent for execution by process PS which then waits for the
result via a local get. The retrieved result is then sent to the owner of the task
through a point-to-point put and the process proceeds by retrieving a new task.

The server policy ΠS controls PS ensuring that tasks are retrieved only
from components with the same or lower confidentiality level than the local
one, and availability of the computational service is ensured, even though the
node is highly loaded. Therefore, when the value of load is greater than 90, the
policy forbids the retrieval of new tasks and dynamically creates an additional
(virtual) server node. Hence, the contextual information on the load triggers a
self-adaptive behaviour of the system. The policy ΠS is defined as follows

〈 p-unless-d
rules :

S1 (deny target : equal(action/id,get) ∧ equal(subject/id,this)
∧ pattern-match(action/arg,(task, , , ))
∧ equal(subject/level,1) ∧ equal(object/level,2))

S2 (deny target : equal(action/id,get) ∧ equal(subject/id,this)
∧ pattern-match(action/arg,(task, , , ))
∧ greater-than(subject/load,90)

obl : [B fresh(n′).new(I1[id := n′],K,ΠS , PS).read(? load, load)])

S3 (deny target : equal(action/id, read) ∧ pattern-match(action/arg,( , load)))
∧ greater-than(subject/load,60)

S4 (permit target : equal(action/id,put) ∧ equal(subject/id, this)
obl : [A put(log , action/arg)@self]) 〉

(ΠS)

where, for simplicity’s sake, we omit the keyword obl : whenever the se-
quence of obligations is empty. The policy is made of four rules and uses the
p-unless-d algorithm. Rules S1 and S2 manage the action get for retrieving
a new task, that is the action executed by the local process (as checked by
equal(subject/id, this)) having as argument a specific template (as checked by
pattern-match(action/arg,(task, , , ))). In details, rule S1 forbids the action
get (i.e. the rule decision is deny) if the confidentiality level of the local com-
ponent (i.e. the subject of the action) is low and that of the component from
where the task should be retrieved (i.e. the object of the action) is high. Rule
S2 enforces the adaptation strategy, thus it forbids the action get when the local
load is greater than 90 and spawns a new server component, which only differs
from the creating one for its name, via the action new(I1[id := n′],K,ΠS , PS)
(I1[id := n′] denotes the interface obtained from I1 by initialising id with n′).
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Afterwards, the local process is blocked until the load is higher than 60, this
is due to the combination of the last returned action read and rule S3. Fi-
nally, rule S4 records in a log, via an additional put, the action put that sends
the result of the task to the owner. Notably, S4 is only needed to introduce
the obligation, as actions put are authorised by the combining algorithm. In-
deed, p-unless-d authorises any request when no specific rule applies. Additional
controls on, e.g., the spawned component or task executions, are out of scope
here.

Remark 4 (Variation of Load). According to the autonomic computing
paradigm, the feature load is modified by a sensor attached to the component
when significant variations of the load occur. The behaviour of such a sensor
can be modelled as a sequence of upd(load, v) actions updating the value of the
feature. For simplicity’s sake, process PS does not include this behaviour.

Let us now focus on the client components ICk
[KC ,ΠC , PC ]. We expect

that process PC , besides some other actions, performs actions of the form
put(task, loc res, Q)@self that locally add an item containing a new task Q
to execute, together with a component name loc res where the result of the
task execution should be sent. Before being executed, these tasks are incremen-
tally numbered. This behaviour, together with some additional ones, is enforced
by the policy ΠC defined as follows

〈 p-unless-d
rules :

C1 (permit target : equal(action/id,put) ∧ pattern-match(action/arg,(task, , ))
∧ equal(subject/id,this)

obl : [A get(taskId, ?num)@self.put(action/arg,num)@self.
put(taskId,num + 1)@self])

C2 (permit target : equal(action/id,get) ∧ equal(subject/role,server)
obl : [A put(log, task retrieved, subject/id)@(role = gateway)])

C3 (deny target : equal(action/id,put) ∧ equal(object/id, this)
∧ greater-than(object/load,90)) 〉

(ΠC)

Rule C1 applies to put actions of process PC locally adding a new task, i.e. with
subject the local component and as argument an item formed by task and two
elements. The rule thus accomplishes the incremental enumeration of tasks by
means of three additional actions: action get retrieves the current task number,
the first put locally adds the argument of the authorised put appropriately
extended with the retrieved number, and the second put increments the task
number4. Rule C2 injects a put action informing the gateway about the retrieval
of a task by a get action originated by a server, while rule C3 forbids any put
action with object the local component when the local load is higher that 90.

4We assume that at the outset the repository KC contains the item 〈taskId , 0〉.
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4.1. Dynamic Interplay between Policies and Processes

The obligation actions injected in a process, like any other process action,
need to be authorised before being executed. On the other hand, policy rules
are initially designed to apply to certain process actions. Thus, if afterwards
they also apply to injected actions, unforeseen interplays between policies and
processes might arise that, e.g., could also prevent processes from actually pro-
ceed.

For example, let us consider process PS and its controlling policy ΠS . Ac-
tions get retrieving new tasks can be either authorised or not; moreover, appli-
cation of rule S2 causes the injection of additional actions. Actions fresh and
new are authorised due to the default decision of the algorithm, while actions
read are authorised only when rule S3 does not apply, otherwise they are for-
bidden without injecting any obligation. In case of actions put, rule S4 also
injects a new action put for logging purposes. As result of such an authorisation,
process PS dynamically evolves as follows

put(result , 12, 5)@n′.put(log , result , 12, 5)@self. PS

Indeed, the first put is overlined to denote that it has already been permitted
and the bound variables occurring in the process syntax have been replaced by
realistic values (i.e., owner, taskId and res have been replaced by n′, 12 and
5, respectively). The second put is instead the obligation action injected by
the rule that has been fulfilled by replacing the structured name action/arg with
the argument of the permitted put. Once the first put has been executed, the
authorisation of the injected put modifies the process as follows

put(log , result , 12, 5)@s1.put(log , log , result , 12, 5)@self. PS

Basically, rule S4 has been applied again and injected an additional logging
put! Clearly, this leads to an infinite introduction of actions, and hence of
policy evaluations, which prevents process PS from proceeding further.

A similar interplay might occur between PC and ΠC . Indeed, local put
actions adding new tasks trigger the evaluation of rule C1 that, consequently,
injects a get. This action, on its own turn, can trigger rule C2 that injects a
new put action. This might potentially generate a cyclic dependency. However,
by reasoning in details on targets, we can easily see that C2 cannot trigger
C1. In fact, the put injected by C2 has as argument an item with log as first
element, while the pattern-match control of C1 requires task as first element.
Similar situations can occur due to conflicting controls on features defined by
the involved rules.

A different interplay may concern the authorisation decisions enforced by
the rules since, when an action is permitted, the action itself or its continuation
can be precluded from progressing due to an injected action that is denied. This
interplay can occur between rules C1 and C3: when rule C1 permits an action
put, the injected put action could be denied by rule C3, if the load of the object
component is higher than 90.
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cstr ::= true | ¬ cstr | cstr1 ∧ cstr2 | cstr1 ∨ cstr2 | var = pv | var > pv

| var < pv | var match pv var ∈ AΠ ∪ FS

Table 15: Constraint Syntax (pv stands for the Policy Values of Table 2)

5. Policy-Flow: Definition and Constraint-based Analysis

The interplays presented in the previous section are due to unforeseen pol-
icy evaluations caused by dynamically injected obligation actions. Indeed, the
injection of actions can trigger additional evaluations of rules and, thus, gener-
ate at runtime a sort of flow between policy rules, that we call policy-flow. To
statically over-approximate all the potential flows, we now start introducing an
analysis approach based on a constraint-based representation of policies that
enables extensive (automated) checks on the applicability of obligation actions
to policy rules.

Due to the static nature of our approach, the injected actions a to con-
sider are those produced by the syntax. Hence, they may contain open terms,
i.e. terms where variables and structured names can occur. To make these
actions evaluable through A, we must apply to them a ‘closing’ substitution,
denoted by ξ, i.e. a function mapping their variables and structured names to
values.

As a matter of notation, we write Interf(S) to denote the set of component
interfaces in a system S, I.id to refer to the name of the component having
interface I, and Π(S,m) to make it explicit that the policy Π is in force at the
component named m in S. Hence, we set the following definition of policy-flow.

Definition 1 (Policy-Flow). Given a system S with I,J ∈ Interf(S), there
is a flow from rule ri to rule rj in the policy Π(S, I.id) if, for any request ρ, it
holds that

ri, ρ ` d, sB, sA and ∃ a ∃sB.sA , ξ : rj , req(I,A(aξ, I.id),J ) ` d′, s ′B, s ′A
where a ∃sB.sA means that action a occurs in the sequence of actions sB.sA.

The flows in a policy can be statically determined by checking whether the
authorisation requests corresponding to obligation actions match rule targets.
To this aim, we represent targets in terms of constraints and authorisation
requests in terms of assignments for constraints. Existence of a flow is thus
equivalent to satisfiability of a constraint with applied an assignment.

In the following, first we introduce a constraint formalism and the representa-
tion of obligation actions it enables (Section 5.1), then we formalise a translation
procedure from rule targets to constraints (Section 5.2). Both the representation
and the translation are proved to be in agreement with the PSCEL semantics.

5.1. A Constraint Formalism: Syntax and Exploitation

Constraints are written according to the grammar shown in Table 15. A
constraint can be either the value true, or a comparison between a variable var
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and a policy value pv through a relational operator, or a boolean combination
of simpler constraints. Policy values are the values referred to by the attribute
names of authorisation requests like, e.g., the action identifier get or an item
argument of an action. Variables model the structured names sn occurring
within rule targets and can either belong to the set AΠ or to the set FS .

The set AΠ, given a policy Π , 〈alg rules : r1 . . . rk〉, is defined as follows

AΠ , {id-h, arg-h, sub-h, obj-h | h ∈ {id(r1) . . . id(rk)}}

where id(rj) stands for the name of the rule rj . Variables in AΠ model: (i)
action identifiers referred to by action/id; (ii) action arguments referred to by
action/arg; (iii) the name of the subject (resp., object) component referred to
by subject/id (resp., object/id). Due to the definition of function req (see Sec-
tion 3.2) and the syntax of obligation actions, the domains of values that the
variables in AΠ can assume are

dom(id-h) = {put,get,qry,new, fresh,upd, read}
dom(arg-h) = ExtendedPolicyTuples dom(sub-h) = dom(obj-h) = Destinations

where ExtendedPolicyTuples is the set of all Policy Tuples where open terms
can occur. Notationally, we use cv (which stands for constraint value) to indicate
an element of any of the domains of values that the variables in AΠ can assume.

The set FS includes variables modelling the features of the components in
S. Given a system S, the set FS is defined as follows

FS , {z-n | ∃ I ∈ Interf(S) : I.id = n ∧ (z : e) ∈ I ∧ z 6= id}

thus, a variable z-n models the feature with name z of the component (whose
feature id has value) n. By definition, features are associated to closed expres-
sions, thus the domain of the variables in FS is the set of values, i.e. Values.

Our constraint formalism can represent targets, however, to enable (auto-
mated) reasoning on obligation actions, we need to represent authorisation re-
quests (corresponding to obligation actions) as assignments for constraint vari-
ables. To this aim, we use the function 〈〈·〉〉hm which, given in input an obligation
action, the name m of a component (i.e. the intended subject) and the name
h of a policy rule, returns the assignments (induced by the obligation action)
for the variables of AΠ corresponding to rule h. The function is defined by case
analysis on the syntax of obligation actions as follows

〈〈get(T )@c〉〉hm = [id-h := get, arg-h := (|T [m/self]|), sub-h := m, obj-h := 〈〈c〉〉hm]

〈〈put(t)@c〉〉hm = [id-h := put, arg-h := (|t[m/self]|), sub-h := m, obj-h := 〈〈c〉〉hm]

〈〈qry(T )@c〉〉hm =[id-h := qry, arg-h := (|T [m/self]|), sub-h := m, obj-h := 〈〈c〉〉hm]

〈〈fresh(n)〉〉hm = [id-h := fresh, sub-h := m, obj-h := m]

〈〈new(J ,K,Π, P )〉〉hm = [id-h := new, sub-h := m, obj-h := m]

〈〈upd(n, e)〉〉hm =[id-h := upd, arg-h := (|n, e[m/self]|), sub-h := m, obj-h := m]

〈〈read(?x, n)〉〉hm =[id-h := read, arg-h := (|?x, n|), sub-h := m, obj-h := m]

〈〈self〉〉hm = m 〈〈n〉〉hm = n 〈〈x〉〉hm = x 〈〈sn〉〉hm = sn 〈〈P〉〉hm = x

(A-1)
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The action identifier is assigned to the variable id-h, while the name m of
the subject component is assigned to sub-h and that of the action destination
〈〈c〉〉hm is assigned to obj-h. Notably, if c is a predicate P , it is mapped to
some variable x (to which any name can be assigned), because the components
satisfying the predicate cannot be statically determined. Instead, the policy
tuple corresponding to the action arguments, obtained by applying the function
(| · |) introduced in Section 3.2, is assigned to arg-h. For dealing with open terms,
(| · |) is extended as follows

(|e|) = e (|x|) = x (|sn|) = sn (|X|) =

Thus, (| · |) acts as an identity function for generic expressions e, value vari-
ables x and structured names sn, while it abstracts from process variables
X that are replaced by the wildcard ‘ ’. For example, given the action
a , put(taskId,num + 1)@self, we have 〈〈a〉〉hm = [id-h := put, arg-h :=
(taskId,num + 1), sub-h := m, obj-h := m].

Since constraint variables are possibly mapped to elements containing open
terms, checking the satisfiability of a constraint means deciding if there exists
a substitution ξ mapping variables and structured names to values such that
the constraint evaluates to true. For instance, checking the satisfiability of a
constraint with applied the previous assignment means identifying a substitution
ξ for the variable num such that the constraint is satisfied. We write ξ |=
cstr〈〈a〉〉hm to mean that the constraint cstr , under the assignment 〈〈a〉〉hm induced
by the obligation action a, is satisfiable through the substitution ξ.

Finally, we conclude by showing that any obligation action possibly exe-
cuted at runtime can be statically approximated starting from its syntactical
definition.

Lemma 1. For any obligation action a such that A(aξ′,m) = a for some sub-
stitution ξ′, it holds that

∃ ξ : 〈〈a〉〉hm = [[ 〈〈a〉〉hmξ ]]

where [[ 〈〈a〉〉hmξ ]] denotes the assignment obtained from 〈〈a〉〉hmξ by evaluating all
the expressions occurring within.

Proof. From the definition of 〈〈·〉〉hm, it follows that

〈〈a〉〉hm = [id-h := cv1, arg-h := cv2, sub-h := cv3, obj-h := cv4]

〈〈a〉〉hm = [id-h := cv′1, arg-h := cv′2, sub-h := cv′3, obj-h := cv′4]

where cvi identifies an element of the corresponding variable domain. Thus, the
statement amounts to prove that

∃ ξ : ∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} cvi = [[ cv′i ξ ]]

From (A-1), it follows that cv1 = cv′1 and cv3 = cv′3; hence, we only need to
consider the remaining cases.
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SbjS(true) = {I.id | I ∈ Interf(S)} SbjS(¬ true) = {}

SbjS(τ1 ∧ τ2) = SbjS(τ1) ∩ SbjS(τ2) SbjS(τ1 ∨ τ2) = SbjS(τ1) ∪ SbjS(τ2)

SbjS(f(subject/id, pv)) ={
{n} if [[ pv ]] = n ∧ f ∈ {equal, pattern-match}
{} otherwise

SbjS(¬ f(subject/id, pv)) ={
{I.id | I ∈ Interf(S)} \ {n} if [[ pv ]] = n ∧ f ∈ {equal, pattern-match}
{} otherwise

SbjS(f(subject/z, pv)) = SbjS(¬ f(subject/z, pv)) = with z 6= id

{I.id | I ∈ Interf(S) ∧ (z : e) ∈ I}

SbjS(f(object/z, pv)) = SbjS(¬ f(object/z, pv)) =

{I.id | I ∈ Interf(S)}

SbjS(f(action/z, pv)) = SbjS(¬ f(action/z, pv)) =

{I.id | I ∈ Interf(S)}

Table 16: The function Sbj determining the set of the potential subject components

(cv2 = cv′2) From (A-1) we have that cv2 and cv′2 are sequences of elements of
same length that differ for the possible occurrence of open terms x and
sn in cv′2 (variables X cannot occur). Hence, we proceed by induction on
the length of the sequences and by only analysing the different pairs.

Base Case v = {e1 op } e { op e2} with e ∈ {x, sn}. As op indicates
boolean and linear arithmetic operators, it is always possible to com-
pute a value v′ such that [[ {e1 op }v′{ op e2} ]] = v. Hence, with
ξ , [v′/e] the thesis follows.

Inductive Case cv2, v = cv′2, {e1 op } e { op e2} with e ∈ {x, sn}. From
inductive hypothesis we have that ∃ξ′ : cv2 = cv′2ξ

′. As we can
compute a value v′ such that [[ {e1 op }v′{ op e2} ]] = v, with ξ ,
[v′/e] ] ξ′ the thesis follows.

(cv4 = cv′4) We proceed by case analysis on the possible different pairs.

(n = x) The thesis immediately follows with ξ , [n/x] for some n ∈ N .

(n = sn) The thesis immediately follows with ξ , [n/sn] for some n ∈ N .
2

5.2. From Targets To Constraints

To represent targets in terms of constraints, we define a formal translation
procedure which, intuitively, works in two steps. First, we approximate the
potential subject and object components of those actions matching the target.
Then, we exploit them to translate targets into their corresponding constraints.
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Step (1 of 2): Potential subject and object components. The components pos-
sibly involved in the actions matching the target of a rule can be over-
approximated by inspecting the controls occurring in the rule target. In fact,
controls concerning component names, i.e. subject/id and object/id, or features,
e.g. subject/level, statically limit the components that can be represented by
those authorisation requests that match the target. The sets of the potential
subject and object components of the actions matching the target, S and O
resp., are determined by functions Sbj and Obj , resp. The function Sbj is
defined inductively on the syntax of targets by the clauses in Table 16. The
definition of Obj is similar, hence it is omitted. It only differs from that of Sbj
because it swaps the categories subject and object.

The function Sbj , given in input a target τ and a system S, returns a set
of component names. Without loss of generality, we only consider targets be-
longing to policies like Π(S,m), that is where the reserved variable this does not
occur, and where the operator ¬ is only applied to relational functions or the
value true5. Let us now briefly comment the clauses. A target true matches all
requests, thus the set S includes the names of all the components of S. Con-
versely, a target ¬ true does not match any request, hence the set S is empty.
The set resulting from a conjunction (resp., disjunction) of targets corresponds
to the intersection (resp., union) of the sets calculated for the sub-targets. In
case of relational functions, the resulting set S mainly depends on the occurring
structured name sn. Let sn be subject/id. If f is an equality function and the
policy value pv evaluates to a name n, S only contains such a name. Therefore,
when the operator ¬ is applied to f , S contains all names except n. If f is
not an equality function or the policy value pv does not evaluate to a name n,
the target cannot match any request, hence S is empty. Let sn be subject/z
with z 6= id. The set S includes the names of those components exposing such
a feature. Finally, when sn has category action or object, all component names
are included in S, because no additional information to restrict the potential
subject components can be deduced.

Step (2 of 2): Generating the Constraint. The formal translation of targets
into constraints is given by the function T inductively defined on the syntax of
targets by the clauses in Table 17. The emphatic brackets {| and |} enclose the
target τ to translate; in addition to it, the function takes in input the sets S
and O calculated from τ and the name h of a policy rule. Thus, the translation
of the target true corresponds to the value true itself, while that of a composed
target is given compositionally using the corresponding constraint operators.
The translation of function f(sn, pv) exploits the sets S and O. Indeed, if the
structured name sn is a subject/object feature different from id, the generated
constraint has as many variables z-n representing the feature z as the component
names n in the set S/O. The disjunction ensures that the constraint addresses

5This follows since, when a target is evaluated, each occurrence of this has been replaced
by a component name and since, by means of standard boolean laws, the syntax of the target
expression can be manipulated so that it is of the required form.
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T {|true|}hS,O = true T {|τ1 ∧ τ2|}hS,O = T {|τ1|}hS,O ∧ T {|τ2|}hS,O
T {|¬τ |}hS,O = ¬ T {|τ |}hS,O T {|τ1 ∨ τ2|}hS,O = T {|τ1|}hS,O ∨ T {|τ2|}hS,O
T {|f(sn, pv)|}hS,O =

∨
n∈S z-n getOp(f) pv if sn = subject/z and z 6= id∨
n∈O z-n getOp(f) pv if sn = object/z and z 6= id

sub-h getOp(f) pv if sn = subject/id

obj-h getOp(f) pv if sn = object/id

id-h getOp(f) pv if sn = action/id

arg-h getOp(f) pv if sn = action/arg

Table 17: Translation function for rule targets

each possibly involved component. Instead, if the structured name represents
the feature id or an attribute with category action, the generated constraint
uses the variables referring to the rule named h. Notably, f is mapped to the
corresponding constraint operator by the function getOp defined as follows

getOp(equal) = = getOp(greater-than) = >

getOp(less-than) = < getOp(pattern-match) = match

This means that the semantics of relational functions on targets is assumed to
coincide with that of the corresponding constraint operator.

To conclude, we prove that the satisfiability of the constraints representing
targets under the assignments induced by (authorisation requests corresponding
to) obligation actions correctly over-approximates the set of policy flows (Corol-
lary 4). This follows from the main result proving that the satisfiability of the
constraint-based representation of targets over-approximate target applicability
(Theorem 3). Before, we show that S and O correctly approximate the sets
of potential subject and object components of those actions matching the rule
target (Lemma 2).

Lemma 2. Given a system S with I,J ∈ Interf(S), for any rule of the policy
Π(S, I.id) with target τ , and for any obligation action a such that A(aξ′, I.id) =
a for some substitution ξ′, it holds that

τ, req(I,a,J ) ` true ⇒ I.id ∈ SbjS(τ) and J .id ∈ ObjS(τ) .

Proof. We only prove that I.id ∈ SbjS(τ), as the proof that J .id ∈ ObjS(τ)
proceeds similarly. We let ρa , req(I,a,J ) and proceed by structural induction
on the syntax of targets where, without loss of generality, we assume that the
operator ¬ is only applied to relational functions or the value true.

(τ = true) We have S , SbjS(true) = {H.id | H ∈ Interf(S)} hence we have
I.id ∈ S;
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(τ = ¬ true) As the target cannot match any request, i.e. @ I : τ, req(I,a,J ) `
true, the thesis immediately holds.

(τ = f(sn, pv)) We proceed by case analysis on sn.

(sn = subject/id) Let us suppose f ∈ {equal, pattern-match}. As the tar-
get matches the request, by definition of ρa, we have that I.id =
n = [[ pv ]] for some name n ∈ N . Hence, we have I.id ∈ S =
SbjS(f(subject/id, pv)) = {[[ pv ]]}. Let us suppose [[ pv ]] 6∈ N or
f 6∈ {equal, pattern-match}. As the target cannot match any request,
the thesis immediately holds.

(sn = subject/z with z 6= id) As the target matches the request, by def-
inition of ρa, we have that (z : e) ∈ I ∧ [[ e ]] = v for some value
v. Hence, as z 6= id, we have I.id ∈ S = SbjS(f(subject/z, pv)) =
{H.id | H ∈ Interf(S) ∧ (z : e ′) ∈ H}.

(sn = action/z) We have S , SbjS(f(action/z, pv)) = {H.id | H ∈
Interf(S)} hence we certainly have I.id ∈ S;

(sn = object/z) We have S , SbjS(f(object/z, pv)) = {H.id | H ∈
Interf(S)} hence we certainly have I.id ∈ S;

(τ = ¬ f(sn, pv)) We proceed by case analysis on sn.

(sn = subject/id) Let us suppose f ∈ {equal, pattern-match}. As the
target matches the request, by definition of ρa, we have that
I.id 6= [[ pv ]] and [[ pv ]] ∈ N . Hence, we have I.id ∈ S =
SbjS(¬ equal(subject/id, pv)) = {H.id | H ∈ Interf(S)} \ {[[ pv ]]}.
Let us suppose [[ pv ]] 6∈ N or f 6∈ {equal, pattern-match}. As the
target cannot match any request, the thesis immediately holds.

(sn = subject/z with z 6= id) As the target matches the request, by def-
inition of ρa, we have that (z : e) ∈ I ∧ [[ e ]] = v for some value
v. Hence, as z 6= id, we have I.id ∈ S = SbjS(¬ f(subject/z, pv)) =
{H.id | H ∈ Interf(S) ∧ (z : e ′) ∈ H}.

(sn = action/z) We have S , SbjS(¬ f(action/z, pv)) = {H.id | H ∈
Interf(S)} hence we certainly have I.id ∈ S;

(sn = object/z) We have S , SbjS(¬ f(object/z, pv)) = {H.id | H ∈
Interf(S)} hence we certainly have I.id ∈ S;

(τ = τ1 ∧ τ2) We have S = SbjS(τ1 ∧ τ2) = SbjS(τ1) ∩ SbjS(τ2); the thesis
immediately follows by structural induction.

(τ = τ1 ∨ τ2) We have S = SbjS(τ1 ∧ τ2) = SbjS(τ1) ∪ SbjS(τ2); the thesis
immediately follows by structural induction. 2

Theorem 3. Given a system S with I,J ∈ Interf(S), for any rule r of the
policy Π(S, I.id) with id(r) = h and target τ , and for any obligation action a
such that A(aξ′, I.id) = a for some substitution ξ′, it holds that:

τ, req(I,a,J ) ` true ⇒ ∃ ξ : ξ |= T {|τ |}hS,O〈〈a〉〉hm .
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Proof. We let ρa , req(I,a,J ) and proceed by structural induction on the
syntax of targets; the rules referred to throughout the proof are those of Table 4.

(τ = true) From rule (trg-true), we have true, ρa ` true for any ρa. Since
T {|true|}hS,O = true and ξ |= true〈〈a〉〉hm for any ξ and a, the thesis fol-
lows due to Lemma 1.

(τ = f(sn, pv)) From rule (trg-app) we have f(sn, pv), ρa ` true ⇒
f([[ρa(sn)]], [[pv ]]) = true. As constraint operators resulting from getOp(f)
have, by definition, the same semantics of f , i.e. getOp(f) ≡ f , we proceed
by case analysis on sn.

(sn = action/id) As the target matches the request, by definition of ρa,
we have that ρa(action/id) = acid(a) such that f(acid(a), [[ pv ]]) =
true. Since T {|f(action/id, pv)|}hS,O = id-h getOp(f) pv and 〈〈a〉〉hm =
[id-h := acid(a), . . .] where acid(a) = acid(a) by definition, due to
getOp(f) ≡ f and Lemma 1, there exists ξ so that the thesis follows.

(sn = action/arg) As the target matches the request, by definition of
ρa, we have that ρa(action/arg) = pt such that f(pt, [[ pv ]]) =
true for a policy tuple pt = (|t|)/(|T |) with t/T argument of a.
Since T {|f(action/arg, pv)|}hS,O = arg-h getOp(f) pv and 〈〈a〉〉hm =
[arg-h := cv . . .], we have, due to Lemma 1, that there exists ξ such
that pt = cvξ. Hence, due to getOp(f) ≡ f and Lemma 1, the thesis
follows.

(sn = subject/id) As the target matches, by definition of ρa, we have that
ρa(subject/id) = I.id = m such that f(m, [[ pv ]]) = true. Since
T {|f(subject/id, pv)|}hS,O = sub-h getOp(f) pv and 〈〈a〉〉hm = [sub-h :=
m, . . .], due to getOp(f) ≡ f and Lemma 1, there exists ξ so that the
thesis follows.

(sn = object/id) As the target matches, by definition of ρa, we have that
ρa(object/id) = J .id = n such that f(n, [[ pv ]]) = true. Since
T {|f(object/id, pv)|}hS,O = obj-h getOp(f) pv and 〈〈a〉〉hm = [obj-h :=
cv , . . .], we have, due to Lemma 1, that there exists ξ such that
n = cvξ. Hence, due to getOp(f) ≡ f and Lemma 1, the thesis
follows.

(sn = subject/z with z 6= id) As the target matches the request, by def-
inition of ρa, we have that (z : e) ∈ I and [[ e ]] = v for some
value v so that f(v, [[ pv ]]) = true. Since T {|f(subject/z, pv)|}hS,O =∨
l∈S z-l getOp(f) pv , we have, due to Lemma 2, that I.id = n ∈
S = SbjS(τ), hence z-n occurs. Thus, with ξ , [v/z-n, . . .] and due
to getOp(f) ≡ f and Lemma 1, the thesis follows.

(sn = object/z with z 6= id) As the target matches the request, by def-
inition of ρa, we have that (z : e) ∈ J and [[ e ]] = v for some
value v so that f(v, [[ pv ]]) = true. Since T {|f(object/z, pv)|}hS,O =∨
l∈O z-l getOp(f) pv , we have, due to Lemma 2, that J .id = n ∈
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O = ObjS(τ), hence z-n occurs. Thus, with ξ , [v/z-n, . . .] and due
to getOp(f) ≡ f and Lemma 1, the thesis follows.

(τ = ¬τ1) We have T {|¬τ1|}hS,O = ¬T {|τ1|}hS,O; due to rule (trg-not), the thesis
immediately follows by structural induction.

(τ = τ1 ∧ τ2) We have T {|τ1 ∧ τ2|}hS,O = T {|τ1|}hS,O ∧ T {|τ2|}hS,O; due to rule
(trg-and), the thesis immediately follows by structural induction.

(τ = τ1 ∨ τ2) We have T {|τ1 ∨ τ2|}hS,O = T {|τ1|}hS,O ∨ T {|τ2|}hS,O; due to rule
(trg-or), the thesis immediately follows by structural induction. 2

Corollary 4. Given a system S with I,J ∈ Interf(S), for any rule r of the
policy Π(S, I.id) with id(r) = h, and for any obligation action a such that
A(aξ′, I.id) = a for some substitution ξ′, it holds that:

r, req(I,a,J ) ` d′, s ′B, s ′A ⇒ ∃ ξ : ξ |= T {|τ |}hS,O〈〈a〉〉hm .

Proof. The semantic rule (rule-yes) of Table 4 states that a rule r controls
an action a when its corresponding request ρa = req(I,a,J ) matches the rule
target. Hence, the thesis immediately follows from Theorem 3. 2

The converse of the previous theorem, and consequently of the corollary, does
not hold because, due to Lemmas 1 and 2, the substitution ξ could map, e.g.,
some variables (modelling action destinations, action arguments or features) to
values that they cannot actually assume at run-time.

6. Policy-Flow Graph

We now define the construction of a graph, called Policy-Flow graph, that,
by relying on the previous constraint-based representation of rule targets and
authorisation requests, graphically and compactly represents all the potential
flows in a policy. Afterwards, we apply the graph to the case study (Section 6.1).

As policies can check conditions on the context (which is made of the compo-
nent features), the edges are annotated with the contextual conditions holding
when the corresponding flow takes place. For convenience, we re-organise the
constraints representing targets so that the constraints involving variables from
the set AΠ are separated from those involving variables from the set FS

6. In
the following, we thus assume they are written in the form act ∧ ctx , where act
is the constraint on the action, while ctx is that on the context ; if a constraint
is empty, it corresponds to true. Furthermore, as a matter of notation, we use
r �act∧ctx s to indicate that act ∧ ctx is the constraint representing the target
of rule r and that s is the sequence of before and after obligations generated
when the rule applies.

6This splitting can always be done by appropriately applying standard boolean laws be-
cause each relational operator takes at most one variable as argument.
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Intuitively, the nodes of the graph represent policy rules, or its combining
algorithm, while the directed edges represent the flows. Hence, the graph paths
estimate the sequences of policy evaluations that might occur at runtime. For-
mally, the Policy-Flow graph is defined as follows.

Definition 2 (Policy-Flow Graph). The Policy-Flow graph GΠ of a policy
Π(S,m) , 〈alg rules : r1 . . . rk〉 is a doubly labelled directed graph (N,F, T, L)
where

• N , i.e. the set of nodes, is {id(r1), . . . , id(rk), alg} (recall that id(rj) is
the name of rule rj);

• F , i.e. the set of edge labels, is {ctx j | rj�actj∧ctxj sj with j = 1, . . . , k};

• T ⊆ N×F×N , i.e. the set of labelled directed edges, contains the elements

– (id(rj), ctx j , id(rl)): for each rule pair rj and rl, with rj�actj∧ ctxj sj
and rl�actl∧ ctx l sl, such that ∃ a ∃sj ,∃ ξ : ξ |= (act l∧ctx l)〈〈a〉〉lm;

– (id(rj), ctx j , alg): for each rule rj, with rj �actj∧ ctxj sj, such that
∃ a ∃sj , 6 ∃ rl, with rl �actl∧ ctx l sl, such that ∀ξ : ξ |= (act l ∧
ctx l)〈〈a〉〉lm;

• L : N → {p, d}, i.e. the node labelling function, is defined as follows

L(id(rj)) = p if rj has decision permit L(alg) = p if alg = p-unless-d
L(id(rj)) = d if rj has decision deny L(alg) = d if alg = d-unless-p

The graph has two types of edges: one representing a flow between two
rules, the other representing a flow from a rule to the combining algorithm.
In the first edge type, id(rj) is connected to id(rl) when there exists in the
sequence sj an action a whose induced assignment 〈〈a〉〉lm makes the constraint
corresponding to the target of the rule rl satisfiable, i.e. there exists ξ such
that ξ |= (act l ∧ ctx l)〈〈a〉〉lm holds. The edge is annotated with the contextual
conditions ctx j asserted by the target of rj . In the second edge type, id(rj) is
connected to alg when there exists in the sequence sj an action a whose induced
assignment 〈〈a〉〉lm cannot make the constraint corresponding to the target of any
rule rl always satisfiable, i.e. there does not exist rl such that for all substitutions
ξ the condition ξ |= (act l ∧ ctx l)〈〈a〉〉lm holds; the edge is annotated with ctx j
as well. If multiple edges with the same label connect a node id(rj) to node
alg , only one of them is retained. Notably, the same action a can cause, due
to different substitutions, the creation of edges of both types. Since combining
algorithms neither define controls nor obligations, alg has no outgoing edges.
Notice that determining the set of edges T has a worst case complexity ofO(k2θ),
where k is the number of policy rules and θ is the maximum number of actions
forming the obligations of the policy rules (e.g., in the case of policy ΠS , θ has
value 3 because of the obligation actions of rule S2). Indeed, both edge types
require examining all the k × k pairs of rules. Each pair of both types requires
examining at most θ obligation actions.
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To sum up, the edges of the graphs approximate the flows between the policy
rules, while the paths in the graph, i.e. sequences of connected edges, estimate
the sequences of policy evaluations that might occur at runtime.

6.1. The Policy-Flow Graph at work on the Case Study

The policies ΠS and ΠC presented in Section 4 generate the flows graphi-
cally depicted by the graphs in Figure 1. Before commenting the construction
of the graphs, we outline the constraint-based representation of some of the rule
targets. For simplicity’s sake, we consider a system S formed by three compo-
nents: one server and two clients named sr1 , cl1 and cl2 , respectively. The set
of system interfaces Interf(S) is defined as {I1, IC1

, IC2
}.

Let us first determine the sets of variables AΠ and FS . The set FS contains
as many variables as the interface features of each of the three components, that
is role, level, locality and load. Instead, the set AΠ depends on the policy. For ex-
ample, in the case of ΠS , it is {id-h, arg-h, sub-h, obj-h | h ∈ {S1, S2, S3, S4}}.
For ease of reference, as a subscript of constraint names we use the name of the
rule enclosing the represented target; e.g., the constraint named actS1 repre-
sents the action conditions of rule S1. Furthermore, to increase readability of
constraints, we underline constraint variables like, e.g., id-S1, and structured
names occurring in constraint assignments, e.g. action/arg.

We report now some examples of constraint-based representation of targets.
Let us consider rule S1 of the policy ΠS in force at the component sr1 . Firstly,
we determine the sets S and O, i.e. via functions Sbj and Obj . We have that
S = {sr1} due to the control equal(subject/id, sr1 )7, while O = {sr1 , cl1 , cl2},
i.e. it contains the names of all system components, because the only control
restricting the set of names is that on the feature level that is anyway exposed
by all components. Secondly, the translation function T is applied to the target
of rule S1 and returns

(id-S1 = get) ∧ (sub-S1 = sr1 ) ∧ (arg-S1 match (task, , , ))

∧ (level-sr1 = 1) ∧ ((level-sr1 = 2) ∨ (level-cl1 = 2) ∨ (level-cl2 = 2))
(1)

The sub-constraints in the first row represent the target controls referring to the
action; their conjunction forms the constraint actS1. The sub-constraints in the
second row represent the two target controls on the feature level: (level-sr1 = 1)
is obtained from the control equal(subject/level, 1) by exploiting the set S,
while the disjunction following the operator ∧ is obtained from the control
equal(object/level, 2) by exploiting the set O. The conjunction of the sub-
constraints in the second row forms the constraint ctxS1.

In case of rule S4 of the policy ΠS , its target is represented by the constraint

(id-S4 = put) ∧ (sub-S4 = sr1 ) (2)

7The name sr1 of the component where the policy ΠS is assumed to be in force is that
referred to by the variable this occurring in the definition of rule S1.
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Figure 1: Autonomic cloud case study: Policy-Flow graphs (some conditions ctxh are detailed
in the text): (a) policy ΠS of servers; (b) policy ΠC of clients

It forms the constraint actS4, while the constraint ctxS4 is true since there are
no contextual controls in the rule target.

Let us consider rule C2 of the policy ΠC ; its target is represented as follows

(id-C2 = get) ∧ (role-sr1 = server ∨ role-cl1 = server ∨ role-cl2 = server) (3)

where S = {sr1 , cl1 , cl2} is used to define the constraints on the feature role.
The constraints just introduced can now be exploited to construct the Policy-

Flow graphs of the policies ΠS and ΠC according to Definition 2. For simplicity’s
sake, we use the name of the rules and of the algorithm to identify the corre-
sponding node in the graph. Since the policy rules that do not define obligations
cannot trigger other rules the corresponding nodes have no outgoing edges. As
depicted in Figure 1, this is the case, e.g., of rules S1 and S3 of policy ΠS . In
the remaining cases, to determine the outgoing edges of a node, we check if any
obligation action of its corresponding rule induces an assignment that makes
the constraint representing a rule target satisfiable.

Let us consider the construction of the graph of the policy ΠS . Rule S4
returns the obligation action put(log, action/arg)@self that, relatively to node
S4, induces the assignment [id-S4 := put, arg-S4 := (log, action/arg), sub-S4 :=
sr1 , obj-S4 := sr1 ]. This assignment makes the applicability constraint of S4,
reported in (2), satisfiable. In fact, by applying the assignment, we get the
constraint put = put∧ (sr1 = sr1 ) that clearly evaluates to true. Hence, there
is a self loop on node S4 labelled by the contextual constraint ctxS4, i.e. true.
The other flows in policy ΠS are generated by the obligation actions within
rule S2. By reasoning as before we can easily establish that its fresh and new
actions do not match the target of any rule, therefore there is a flow from node
S2 to node p-unless-d, while its read action can match the target of rule S3 when
the subject load is higher than 60, hence there is a flow from node S2 to node S3.
Notice that, when the load is less than 60, the action read does not match the
target of rule S3, hence, as there does not exist a rule always applicable to such
action, there can be also a flow to node p-unless-d. On the contrary, node S4 is
not connected to node p-unless-d, because the rule itself is always applicable to
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its obligation (it follows directly from the fact that constraint (2), with applied
the corresponding assignment, is satisfied and does not contain open terms).

The graph of the policy ΠC is constructed similarly. We only comment
on the flow from node C1 to node C2 meaning that the obligation action
get returned by rule C1 can be controlled by rule C2. Indeed, C2 appli-
cability constraint, reported in (3), is satisfiable by applying the assignment
[id-C2 := get; arg-C2 := (taskId,num); sub-C2 := cl1 , obj-C2 := cl1 ] induced
by the obligation action of C1 relatively to node C2. However, this flow cannot
actually occur, because rule C2 checks if the action subject has role server , while
the injected action get is locally executed by a client component. This over-
approximation derives from the fact that the static analysis we pursue abstracts
from the actual values (and their modifications) of the context features.

Remark 5 (Assignment induced by the structured name action/arg).
The obligation actions can use the structured name action/arg which dynam-
ically will be replaced by the item/template argument of the action that has
matched the target of the rule generating the obligation action. To statically de-
termine the assignment induced by the action, it is then safe to map action/arg
to a variable that can assume any policy value. For the sake of presentation, we
do not introduce additional refinements, but it is worth noticing that we could
use the controls occurring in the target of a rule to better approximate the set of
potential values which action/arg can dynamically refer to. We briefly illustrate
the point through the example below.

Let us consider rule C1 and its obligation action put(action/arg, num)@self.
When the action is dynamically fulfilled, the name action/arg is replaced by the
item/template argument of the action that has matched the target of C1. There-
fore, from the control pattern-match(action/arg,(task, , )) we get that action/arg
will necessarily represent an item/template of three elements with the value task
as its first one. Thus, since the item of the obligation action put extends the
three-element item referred to by action/arg with num, variables arg-h can only
assume four-element item/template values that have task as their first element.
By the way, the addition of an element to the original item prevents the occur-
rence of a self loop on node C1 (indeed, its target only applies to three-element
items/templates).

7. Progress Analysis of PSCEL Specifications

Policy evaluations may affect the progress of controlled processes. The effects
on progress can be expressed in terms of the following properties

• finite evaluation: each action can only trigger a finite number of policy
evaluations;

• undeniable executability : once an action is positively authorised, the exe-
cution of the controlled process cannot be blocked due to the injection of
an action that is denied.
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For example, rule S4 in the previous section shows a violation of the former
property, while rules C1 and C3 show a violation of the latter one.

The properties above refer to the flows that a policy may generate and can be
verified in terms of conditions on the structure of the Policy-Flow graph. Since
the graph paths statically address conditions on the context, we need to assume
that the context is somehow stable, that is it does not change along each path.
To effectively reason on contextual conditions, we introduce the characteristic
formula of a path, which is made of the contextual conditions occurring along
the path, and the concept of feasible path.

As a matter of notation, we assume that the set N of nodes of a flow graph
GΠ is ranged over by ν and that the function cstr, given in input a node ν,
returns the constraint corresponding to the policy rule represented by ν; the
function returns true if ν represents a combining algorithm.

In the following, we first consider a simplified situation which abstracts from
the controlled processes (Section 7.1), then we illustrate how to extend our
results when all intricacies come into the picture (Section 7.2). We conclude
by defining a syntactic check to approximate the context stability of a policy
(Section 7.3).

7.1. Context-stable Policies

Before presenting the structural conditions on the flow graph over-
approximating the verification of the considered properties, we formalise the
concepts of context-stable policy and that of feasible path.

Definition 3 (Context-stable Policy). A policy is context-stable if, along
each path of its Policy-Flow graph, the features it checks do not change value.

Intuitively, if a policy is context-stable then, given a feature n checked by
(the target of a rule of) the policy, an action of the form upd(n, e) cannot
interleave with the policy evaluations forming a path. This check could be done
manually, e.g. in the case of our case study8, or syntactically over-approximated
by checking the policy specification. We refer to Section 7.3 for further details.

The paths of Policy-Flow graphs are annotated with constraints ctx , which
represent the context conditions holding when the corresponding policy eval-
uations occur. To consider them in the analysis, we introduce the following
notion.

Definition 4 (Characteristic Formula of a Path). Given a path formed by

nodes ν1 . . . νk, its characteristic formula is µ ,
∧k
j=1 cstr(νj).

Notably, due to the context-stability assumption, it is enough to consider
the context conditions occurring in a loop only once. A path is deemed feasible

8E.g., rule S2 of policy ΠS checks the feature load. Since S2 only generates paths of length
one, possible updates of load cannot interleave with policy evaluations.
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if, under the context-stability assumption, its characteristic formula is satisfi-
able. Unsatisfiable paths in the policy-flow graph represent sequences of flows
that, due to conflictual contextual conditions, e.g. like role-sr1 = server and
role-sr1 = client, cannot actually occur in the system.

7.1.1. Finite Evaluation

A (context-stable) policy enjoys the finite evaluation property when each
action matching the target of any rule can only trigger finite sequences of policy
evaluations. It follows that the property holds when the Policy-Flow graph has
no feasible infinite paths, i.e. loops, as stated by the following theorem.

Theorem 5. A context-stable policy enjoys the finite evaluation property only
if its Policy-Flow graph contains no feasible loops.

Proof. Let Π be a context-stable policy enjoying the finite evaluation property.
Suppose that its graph GΠ has a feasible loop, that is a path of the form

id(rj0)
cj0- . . .

cjk−1- id(rjk)
cjk- . . .

cjn−1- id(rj0)

whose characteristic formula µ is satisfiable. Then, from Definition 2 and Corol-
lary 4, it follows that the sequence of rules

rj0 . . . rjk−1
rjk . . . rj0

is such that, for each pair of rules rjk−1
rjk , at least an obligation a injected by

rule rjk−1
triggers the evaluation of rule rjk . This is a contradiction since rule

rj0 triggers infinite policy evaluations. 2

As informally pointed out in Section 6.1, this structural condition is not met
by policy ΠS , while it holds for policy ΠC .

7.1.2. Undeniable Executability

A policy enjoying the finite evaluation property can anyway undermine the
progress of a controlled process due to the authorisations it enforces. The un-
deniable executability property addresses the case of injected obligation actions
that are denied. Specifically, once an action has been permitted, the denying of
some of the obligations whose injection was caused by the action authorisation
may prevent the execution of the controlled process. It follows that the property
holds when, in the Policy-Flow graph, each path containing nodes labelled by
p (i.e., enforcing permit) does not contain nodes labelled by d (i.e., enforcing
deny).

Theorem 6. A context-stable policy enjoys the undeniable executability prop-
erty only if for each feasible path in its Policy-Flow graph, if the path contains
a node labelled by p, than after this node there is no node labelled by d.
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Proof. Let Π be a context-stable policy enjoying the undeniable executability
property. Suppose that its graph GΠ has a feasible path containing at least a
node labelled by p and one labelled by d, that is a path of the form

id(rj0)
cj0- . . .

cjk−1- id(rjk)
cjk- . . .

cjn−1- id(rjn)

where L(id(rj0)) = p and L(id(rjn)) = d, whose characteristic formula µ is
satisfiable. Thus, from Definition 2 and Corollary 4, it follows that the sequence
of rules

rj0 . . . rjk−1
rjk . . . rjn

is such that, for each pair of rules rjk−1
rjk , at least an obligation a injected by

rule rjk−1
triggers the evaluation of rule rjk . This is a contradiction since rule

rj0 has decision permit, while rjn has decision deny. 2

Concerning the graphs in Figure 1, it is easy to check that policy ΠC meets
the condition of Theorem 5 while policy ΠS does not; instead, because of the
path between rules C1 and C3, policy ΠC does not met the condition of Theo-
rem 6.

The converse of Theorems 5 and 6 does not hold. This is a consequence
of Theorem 4 and of the fact that the Policy-Flow graph does not take into
account the evaluation of the combining algorithm, but it only considers rules
separately.

7.2. Context-stable Policies with respect to a Process

The progress analysis presented for context-stable policies can be refined
by taking into account the controlled process. In particular, the conditions of
Theorems 5 and 6, as well as Definition 3, can be relaxed according to process
definitions. Intuitively, when a process is taken into account, the theorem con-
ditions can only address those graph paths that the process can trigger. Before
presenting the refined results, we introduce some auxiliary notations.

Given a policy Π(S,m) and its Policy-Flow graph GΠ = (N,F, T, L), we
define the set PGΠ of all the possible paths of the graph as follows

PGΠ = {νj0 . . . νjn νjk , νjk+1 ∈ N , (νjk , ctx jk , νjk+1) ∈ T
with k ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1}, n ≥ 1}

While, given a process P and a policy Π(S,m), the set PPGΠ
⊆ PGΠ

of all paths
of GΠ that the process P can trigger is defined as follows

PPGΠ
= {νj0 . . . νjn νj0 . . . νjn ∈ PGΠ , ∃ a in P , ξ : ξ |= cstr(νj0)〈〈a〉〉j0m}

where cstr(νj0) identifies the constraint of the rule represented by the node νj0
9.

Indeed, the set PPGΠ
contains all those paths that start from a node representing

9The node νj0 cannot represent a combining algorithm, because such a node would have
no outgoing edge by definition.
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a rule whose target can match an action a occurring in P . This set contains,
due to Corollary 4 and Definition 2, each possible path triggered by the actions
of process P . Notice that we can apply the result of Corollary 4 because process
actions are a limited version of obligation actions, i.e. structured names cannot
occur in place of names.

Definition 5 (Context-stable Policy with respect to a Process). A
policy Π(S,m) is context-stable with respect to a process P , if along each path
of PPGΠ

, the value of the features checked by Π do not change.

Theorems 5 and 6 can be now relaxed by only considering the set of
paths PPGΠ

. The following corollaries report, respectively, the conditions over-
approximating the verification of the finite evaluation and undeniable executabil-
ity properties when a process is taken into account.

Corollary 7. A policy Π(S,m) context-stable with a process P enjoys the finite
evaluation property only if the set of paths PPGΠ

contains no feasible loops.

Proof. The proof proceeds like that of Theorem 5, but by taking a path from
PPGΠ

. 2

Corollary 8. A policy Π(S,m) context-stable with a process P enjoys the un-
deniable executability property only if all the feasible paths in PPGΠ

containing
nodes labelled by p do not contain nodes labelled by d.

Proof. The proof proceeds like that of Theorem 6, but by taking a path from
PPGΠ

. 2

To sum up, if a process cannot trigger paths violating the considered prop-
erty, the policy controlling such process enjoys the property, even though it does
not by itself.

7.3. Context-Stability: Syntactic Check

Defining if a policy is context-stable (with respect to a process) can be
statically approximated by examining the obligation actions defined in a policy
and, if a process is taken into account, the process actions. Indeed, the set of
feature names occurring in a policy is compared against the features possibly
modified by obligation actions (and process actions). Recall that features can
only be updated by actions upd(n, e) and that the feature name n cannot be
provided through variables nor structured names.

We define the function c names that, given a target τ , returns the set of the
occurring feature names. Its definition is as follows

c names(τ) = {n | ∃ sn = subject/n or sn = object/n in τ}

The resulting set contains all those feature names n occurring in the structured
name sn. Both subject and object categories are considered, because a compo-
nent can be either the subject or object component of an action.

The function c names is then extended to rules and policies as follows
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c names(n(d target : τ obl : o∗ )) = c names(τ)

c names(〈alg rules : r1 . . . rk〉) =
⋃k
j=1 c names(rj)

Namely, the function returns the set of names of the rule target, in the case of
a rule, and the set of names resulting from the union of the sets representing
the enclosed rules, in the case of a policy.

A policy Π is thus context-stable if the following condition holds

∀ upd(n, e) in Π ⇒ n /∈ c names(Π)

which means that no obligation action acting on features can modify the features
checked in the policy, i.e. those in c names(Π).

Instead, a policy Π is context-stable with respect to a process P if the previous
condition holds together with the following one

∀ upd(n, e) in P ⇒ n /∈ c names(Π)

which refers to the process actions acting on features. Conditions on both obli-
gation and process actions are needed, because it is not possible to syntactically
understand whether an action comes from an obligation injected in the process.

Notice anyway that this check over-approximates the context-stability of a
policy. In fact, features checked by a policy along a path, but modified along
another path, violate the check causing false-positive.

8. Supporting Tools

In this section we present the supporting tools of PSCEL10. These are
jRESP, a Java runtime environment for implementing policy-based self-
adaptive systems according to the PSCEL approach, and an Eclipse plug-in
offering a tailored Integrated Development Environment (IDE) for the coding,
analysis and implementation of PSCEL specifications.

In the following, we outline first the main functionalities of jRESP and of
the PSCEL IDE (Section 8.1), then we comment on the strategies pursued by
the PSCEL IDE to construct Policy-Flow graphs (Section 8.2).

8.1. PSCEL Runtime Environment and IDE

To effectively implement PSCEL systems we provide the jRESP Java run-
time environment. Instead, to support the development of PSCEL specifica-
tions on the top of the jRESP environment, we provide the PSCEL IDE. Be-
sides offering various static checks and supporting coding features, the IDE per-
mits automated translation to jRESP Java code and to SMT-LIB constraints,
whose evaluation enables the construction of Policy-Flow graphs.

10The PSCEL supporting tools are freely available and open-source; binary files, source
files, unit tests and a user’s guide can be found at the PSCEL website [37].
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Figure 2: Architecture of Java PSCEL components

Runtime Environment. jRESP was originally proposed to support SCEL [15]
by offering a set of APIs for the development of distributed applications based
on (a part of) the programming constructs of Table 1. Thus, to fully support
PSCEL, we enhanced the jRESP functionalities with the support for the man-
agement of contextual information and for the specification and evaluation of
policies. A key novelty is the introduction of the before and after obligation-
based adaptation strategies.

The building part of the jRESP environment is the implementation of PS-
CEL components. They are modelled via the class Node and their architecture
is shown in Figure 2. A node aggregates an interface, a knowledge repository, a
set of running processes, and a set of policies. A node interacts with other nodes
via ports, which provide support to both point-to-point and group-oriented com-
munications.

The node knowledge is modelled by the interface Knowledge, which indicates
the high-level primitives to manage knowledge elements. By default, jRESP
provides an item-based implementation of the knowledge (see Table 1) and sup-
ports the corresponding pattern-matching mechanism. The items can be pro-
duced by processes or by sensors. Sensors and actuators can be used to interact
with the external environment by collecting and sending data, respectively.

The support for communication is achieved via the abstract class Abstract-
Port. According to the underlying communication infrastructure, this class
is appropriately refined, e.g. the classes InetPort and P2PPort implement the
TCP/UPD and peer-to-peer communications, respectively. Additionally, to en-
able local simulations of distributed communications, the class VitualPort models
node interactions via a buffered memory.

The node processes are implemented as threads via the abstract class Agent.
This class provides the methods implementing all the process actions.

The node policies are defined by the interface IPolicy, which defines the
methods to be used to authorise local and remote actions. In details, when
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Figure 3: PSCEL Eclipse plug-in

a method of the class Agent corresponding to a process action is invoked, its
execution is delegated to the policy in force at the node where the agent is
running. The policy can thus authorise or not the execution of the action and
possibly adapt the process behaviour by enforcing suitable adaptation strategies.
By default, IPolicy is instantiated by the class DefaultPermitPolicy, which allows
any action to be executed. Additional instantiations permit supporting the
definition of the policies of the form in Table 2. To this aim, we relied on the
Java library available for the FACPL language11.

Eclipse IDE. The PSCEL IDE is developed as an Eclipse plug-in and aims
to bring together the available functionalities and tools. Indeed, it supports
with graphical features the coding of PSCEL specifications and permits auto-
mated generation of runnable jRESP and SMT-LIB code; the latter is used to
construct Policy-Flow graphs as it is further detailed in the next section. The
development of the IDE rests on Xtext [4], a Java Eclipse framework for the
design and implementation of domain-specific languages.

The plug-in accepts an enriched version of the PSCEL language, which
contains a few high-level features facilitating the coding tasks. Specifically,
interface features and variables have a type, processes can contain conditional
and loop commands, and specific linguistic handles are provided to define sensors
and actuators of components.

The PSCEL development environment is standard and is shown in Figure 3.
Besides the code generation and the graphical features like, e.g., code highlight-
ing and suggestion, the plug-in defines static type controls. It is also offered a
customised Java project where PSCEL files, i.e. those with extension .pscel,
are automatically translated into Java and SMT-LIB files as soon as they are

11Further details can be found at the FACPL website (http://facpl.sourceforge.net).
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saved. The PSCEL features supporting the coding are available via the classical
contextual menus and views of Eclipse.

8.2. Automated Policy-Flow Graph Construction

The construction of Policy-Flow graphs requires extensive checks on rules
and obligations, hence, in order to be practically effective, tool support is essen-
tial. To this aim, we express the constraint formalism introduced in Section 5.1
by means of the SMT-LIB language [2], that is a standardised constraint lan-
guage accepted by most of the SMT solvers. Intuitively, SMT-LIB is a strongly
typed functional language expressly defined for the specification of constraints.
On the basis of this SMT-LIB code, the PSCEL IDE can opportunely exploit
the Z3 SMT solver [11] to automatically construct Policy-Flow graphs.

The SMT-LIB coding of the PSCEL constraints corresponds to represent
the constraint variables in (a set of) SMT-LIB variables and, on the top of
such representation, to define the straightforward translation of the constraints
representing PSCEL policies.

First of all, given a PSCEL specification, we declare the variables forming
the sets AΠ and FS . The case of FS is straightforward: each feature of each
component corresponds to a variable. For instance, a server sr1 of the autonomic
cloud case study generates the following variable declarations

(declare-const n_sr1_id Str)

(declare-const n_sr1_role Str)

(declare-const n_sr1_level Int)

(declare-const n_sr1_locality Str)

(declare-const n_sr1_load Int)

where the datatype Str is used to represent string values in Z3.
The case of AΠ requires instead a slightly more complicated coding, due to

the variable arg-h and the pattern-matching function defined on it. In fact, as
SMT-LIB is strongly-typed, we cannot use a record type to code sequences of
elements of different types or to compare sequences of different lengths. There-
fore, given a rule h defining a pattern match control in its target, the variable
arg-h corresponds to: (i) a set of variables representing the elements of the
template argument of the pattern match control; (ii) a variable representing the
length of such template. The set of variable declarations for a rule containing,
e.g., the control pattern-match(action/arg,(task, , )) is as follows

(declare-const n_sub/id Str)

(declare-const n_obj/id Str)

(declare-const n_act/id ACTIONID)

(declare-const n_act/arg_1 Str)

(declare-const n_act/arg_2 Str)

(declare-const n_act/arg_3 Str)

(declare-const n_act/argN Int)
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where the datatype ACTIONID represents the PSCEL action identifiers, while
the SMT-LIB variable named n act/argN refers to the template length. Notice
that the second and third element of the template are represented by SMT-
LIB variables with type Str, because the PSCEL IDE requires a type for each
template element.

Once variables are declared, the constraint functions of Table 15 and, conse-
quently, the translation procedure of Table 17 can be straightforwardly defined.
By way of example, we report in the following the SMT-LIB constraint cns S1

of rule S1 corresponding to the formal constraint reported in (1).

(define-fun cns_S1 () Bool

(and

(= n_act/id GET)

(= n_sub/id s_sr1)

(= n_act/arg_1 s_task)

(= n_act/argN 4)

(= n_sr1_level 1)

(or

(= n_sr1_level 2)

(= n_cl1_level 2)

(= n_cl2_level 2))))

To reason on applicability of obligations, we thus code each obligation ac-
tion into a set of assertions on constraint variables. This coding is made
according to the definitions in (A-1) and, e.g., in the case of obligation
put(log, action/arg)@self is as follows

(define-fun cns_Obl () Bool

(and

(= n_sub/id s_sr1)

(= n_obj/id s_sr1)

(= n_act/id PUT)

(= n_act/arg_1 s_log)

(= n_act/argN 2)))

Finally, once all rules and obligations are coded into SMT-LIB, the flow graph
can be constructed by checking the conditions defining the graph edges. The
first edge type requires a satisfiability check, while the second requires a set of
validity checks.

The generation of the SMT-LIB code and the checks for the edge definition
are automatically carried out by the PSCEL IDE. As a result, it is generated
a text file representing the flow graph, that can be automatically drawn via the
Graphviz tool12. Figure 4 reports the flow graphs generated by the PSCEL
IDE for the autonomic cloud case study and drawn by Graphviz.

12Graphviz - http://www.graphviz.org/
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: Autonomic cloud case study: Policy-Flow graphs generated by the PSCEL IDE
(PuD stands for p-unless-d): (a) policy ΠS of servers; (b) policy ΠC of clients

9. Related Work

The specification approaches for developing autonomic computing systems
are multiple and variegated. Some prominent examples are multi-agent sys-
tems [42], component-based design [36] and context-oriented programming
(COP) [20].

Multi-agent approaches are largely used in the development of complex, self-
adaptive software systems (see, e.g., [43, 3, 9]). Similarly to PSCEL, they
pursue the importance of the knowledge representation and how it is handled for
choosing adaptation actions. However, PSCEL components can directly access
knowledge repositories of other components (provided that it is allowed by the
related policies), while agents need additional message exchanges to access it. In
general, the PSCEL predicate-based communications, pattern matching-based
management of knowledge and policy-based adaptation strategies permit more
flexible system specifications.

Component-based approaches, e.g. Fractal [6, 10] and Helena [19], design
systems in terms of basic components that re-organise themselves according to
changes of operating conditions. Fractal fosters a hierarchical component
model that, in addition to standard component-based systems, permits defin-
ing systems with a less rigid structure, where indeed components can be with-
out completely fixed boundaries. However, communication among components
is still defined via connectors and system adaptation is obtained by adding,
removing or modifying components and/or connectors. Communication and
adaptation in PSCEL are instead more flexible and, hence, more adequate to
deal with highly dynamic systems. Helena suffers from similar drawbacks, but,
in a way similar to the PSCEL policy automata, it permits dynamic changes
of the rules regulating the behaviours of components.

COP-based approaches have been advocated to program autonomic sys-
tems [39]. They exploit ad-hoc linguistic constructs to express context-
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dependent behavioural variations and their run-time activation. The most of
the literature on COP is devoted to the design and implementation of con-
crete programming languages (a comparison can be found in [1]). All these
approaches are however quite different from ours, that instead focusses on dis-
tribution and predicate-based communications, and supports a highly dynamic
notion of policy-based adaptation strategies.

Concerning the regulation of system behaviours, the use of declarative poli-
cies is commonly advocated [24]. For instance, the policy language Ponder [8]
has been exploited to regulate various autonomous and pervasive systems. How-
ever, differently from the policy defined in PSCEL, it does not provide adap-
tation strategy in terms of dynamically fulfilled actions. Similarly, [27] intro-
duces PobSAM, a policy-based formalism that combines an actor-based model,
which specifies the computation of system elements, and a configuration alge-
bra, which defines autonomic managers regulating system behaviours. These
managers are specified by (a sort of) ECA rules that, in response to operating
condition changes, adapt the system configuration. However, these proposals
do not permit defining neither authorisation controls nor dynamically fulfilled
actions.

Among other enforcement approaches for self-adaptation, many proposals
address the principles of AOP. Some examples are the AOP extension of Frac-
tal [10] (which suffers from the same drawbacks of Fractal) and AspectK [18],
which enriches the distributed coordination language Klaim [12] with AOP con-
cepts. With respect to AspectK, the AOP support offered by PSCEL is more
flexible and, most of all, it supports dynamically fulfilled actions. Additionally,
the following work of AspectK in [17] introduces Belnap policies to enforce au-
thorisation controls on process actions. However, differently from PSCEL, it
does not support both positive and negative authorisations, and explicit conflict
resolution strategies.

Concerning the analysis of AOP-inspired systems, many works address
general-purpose AOP programming languages. For example, AspectJ [28] (i.e.,
an AOP extension of Java) has been target of various analysis proposals (see,
e.g., [38, 45]). A more closely work to the analysis of PSCEL is that in [41].
In details, it concerns the analysis of AspectK specifications, hence of processes
recursively modified by adaptation actions. The authors exploit communicating
pushdown systems [5] and, by means of soft-constraint approximations, define a
reachability analysis for discovering undesired infinite executions. The approach
we propose is instead completely statical and relies only on the abstractions of
the flow graph.

10. Conclusions

In this paper we have presented the PSCEL language, ranging from the
specification approach and the formal semantics to the analysis of Policy-Flows
and the supporting tools.

The PSCEL specification approach for self-adaptation systems advocates
policy-based design solutions that, with respect to other approaches from the
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literature, feature additional powerful and flexible ingredients. In a more general
perspective, the main advantage of PSCEL is the fostered separation of con-
cerns: the normal computational behaviour is defined through the processes,
while the authorisation and adaptation logic is defined through the policies.
This approach permits indeed a clear identification of the context-dependent
adaptation strategies, which are defined by leveraging on the flexible approach
of before and after actions. Furthermore, the novel notion of Policy-Flow is, to
our knowledge, a first precise analysis of the effects of policies on the progress
of self-adaptive systems.

Both the language and the analysis are supported by automated Java-based
software tools.

Ongoing and Future Work. To conclude, we briefly comment on other adapta-
tion approaches that we are evaluating to introduce in PSCEL, and on addi-
tional future directions we plan to pursue.

Currently, PSCEL defines adaptation strategies in terms of sequences of
obligation actions and such design solution has been proven expressive enough to
enforce the adaptation strategies requested by the case studies considered so far
(see in [31] for an additional robot-swarm case study). More in general, we could
take into account the enforcement of obligations formed by general processes
rather than only sequences of actions. This extension can be easily implemented
by acting on the syntax of obligations. The main benefit of this extension
is a higher flexibility of process modifications, however appropriate analysis
techniques should be provided to statically identify, e.g., possible deadlocks
caused by unexpected interactions of the enforced processes.

As future directions we plan instead to introduce additional specification and
analysis functionalities to PSCEL. On the one hand, we plan to investigate the
problem of infinite evaluation flows due to the mutual interplay of distributed
policies. Thus, we want to devise techniques for distributing policies so that such
situations are avoided by construction. On the other hand, we plan to tailor a
model checking approach to PSCEL. A crucial aspect to address is the dynamic
evaluation of policies and of their effects on processes. The approximation of
the Policy-Flow graph is a starting point to opportunely represent PSCEL
systems into a formalism accepted by model checkers. To carry out this research
direction, we will benefit from the work in [14], where a lightweight version of
SCEL is analysed by means of the Spin model checker [22].
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